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THE SPEAKER took the Chair at
3-3O o'clock p.m.

PRAYERS.

QUESTION-MIDLAND RAILWAY, AS
TO PURCHASE.

MR. HORAN gave notice that on the
next day he would ask the Premier:
Wbether, in order that the rumours mn
circulation regarding the purchase of the
Midland Railway may be Set at rest, the
Premier will assure this House that the
country shall be in no wvay committed to
the pulrchase of the Midlaind Company's
Railway until such proposal has received
the assent of both Houses of the Legis-
]atureF

THE PREMIER replied: I will give
that assurance now, if you wish it.

MR. HORAN: Thank you. Your repre-
sentative would not give it yesterday.

PAPERS PRESENTED.

By THE PREMIER. Annual Report of
the Agent General's Office, 1904.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.
On motion by MnR. G~hGooRY, leave of

absence for one fortnight granted to the
member for Murray (Mr. Metarty), on
the ground of ill-health.

ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

EIGHTH DAY OF DEBATE.

THER AMENDMENTS.

Debate resumed fromi the previous day.
Mn. C. H. RA SON (Guildford):

Speaking tc' the amendment moved by the
member for West Perth (Mr. Moran), I
wish to take advantage of my opportunity
certainly; not only to speak to this
amendment, but in some way to offer to

this House a similar explanation to that
which has been offered by the leaders of
the other two parties in this House. I
desire to say not one word which will in
any way add to the flame of recrimination
that ha~s unfortunately existed in this
House for the last two or three days. On
the contrary, I wish, if I can by any words
of mine, to try to subdue that flame, to
dispel the smoke or to remove the clouds
which do not tend to increase our
intellectual vision, but rather tend to
obscure what is the real issue before the
House. Let me at the outset also say
that but very' few words from me are, I
think, necessary. I shall employ but a
few words, but those words will be
absolutely sincere and absolutely truth-
ful. We have heard a great deal
about negotiations which have been made,
or which are Supposed to have been made,

ifrom different sides of this House by
different persons. I wish to say, and I
challenge contradiction, that any negotia-
tions which may have been made with
my knowledge-and I admit at once,
if it can be termed an admission,
or if it is to be styled an admission,
i hat I am aware of some negotiations,
no matter hb w hom or with whom they
were made, which were such as could be
honourably made by one honour-alle man
to another, and could have been either
honnurably accepted tor honourably re-
jected. Now I challenge contradiction
on that point from any' member of this
House, no matter where he sits. we
have heard a great deal of what has been
said by different people. If this line of
conduct is to be persisted in, all I can say
is that, so far as the Opposition are con-
cerned, we are prepared and cheerfully
will agree to submit to this House sworn
declarations on everything that has
transpired; and we will lay these sworn
declarations on the table of this House.
Everything we have done is open to the
light of day. All the world may know,
so far as we are concerned; but let us
not forget this: let us deal with the
position as we found it. We found,
whatP A Government in a minority,
carrying on the affairs of this country
with the assistance of four gentlemen
comprising the Independent party' ; four
gentlemen who, however worthy their
motives may have been and still are, yet
still were in such a position that they
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could dictate the policy of the Govern-
ment. These four gentlemen, while it was
open for them. to dictate the policy of the
Government, owed of themselves no
responsibility to this House and no
responsibility to the people of this
country. It is apparent that this was a
condition of affairs such as was not
creditable to Western Australia, and
such as was not creditable to this
House. It is not necessary to argue on
that point, because it has been admitted
on all hands and from all sides of this
House that it was a condition of affairs
that ought not to exist. It has been
admitted that it was an outrage upon
one's ideas of responsible government.
It was therefore the duty of every
man to consider, not only his own
interest, but the interests of Western
Australia, and to do anything he
could without the sacrifice of his
principles to bring about a better con-
dition of affairs; and we at the earliest
moment did what it was the duty of the
Opposition to do, that is to table at the
very earliest opportunity a motion of no-
confidence. Following on that, the
gentlemen comprising the Independent
party thought it their duty to table
another motion, which was of itself a
motion of no-confidence, and has been so
accepted by the Government. Very well.
There we have two motions of no-con-
fidence. We have also members on the
other side of the House who, while
belongiung to the Government party, have
said inside this House and out of it that
they have no confidence in the gentleman
who is at present at the head of the Gov-
ernment of this couintry. Manifestly
that is a condition of affairs that cannot
be tolerated in any country. It was, as I
have said, the duty of every man to try
and bring about a better condition of
affairs. It is true that we on this side of
the House, having regard to our ideas of
that duty, made an honest endeavour to
do so. it may be classed by the name of
intrigue, but there was no intrigue about
it. Any suggestion that we made was
made in a perfecl'v honourable and
straightforward manner. I am sure that
every member of this House who has
received a suggestion of that kind will
bear me out whien 1 say that whoever it
was that received a. suggestion of that
kind did not regard it as an insult or as

an outrage on his feelings, but felt that
he could honourably consider the sugges-
tion and, whether he accepted it or re-
jected it., that his honour had been in no
way touched by the consideration of the
suggestion. We on this side of the
House felt that we were prepared. to
make a considerable sacrifice, as much
sacrifice as could be asked of any
party reasonably, in order to apply
that remedy which I have suggested.
Our idea was that what Western Aus-
tralia required at the present moment
was not so much legislation, but was in
fact-I can put it in a few words-a
minimum of legislation with a maximum
of administration;- and so long as we
could have secured that aim, that policy,
we were prepa-ed to make considerable
sacrifices. I come to the speech made
yesterday by the member for Dundas
(Mr. Thomas). In regard to that speech
I have no more to say than th at it did the
hon. member infinite credit. It was one
of the best speeches I have listened to in
the House, and was delivered in an
admirable manner and in an honest,
straightforward way. But I appeal to
every member of the House who, prior
to that speech, had read the account in
the newspapers of what transpired at
that meeting, the official account. No
-one in the House, or out of it, who read
the account could reasonably come to
any other conclusion than was arrived at
by the member for Katanning (Hon.
F. H. Piessc), in company with a good
many others. It is true the speech of
the member for Dundas relieved our
minds to a very great extent of an im-
pression that the previous account had
undoubtedly created. But I say it is a
regrettable thiug to my mind, regrettable
indeed if the Parliament of Western
Australia has sunk so low, and the mem-
bers of the Parliament of Western Aus-
tralia have reached such a state of
degradation -there is no other word to
my mind to cover the- situation-that it
is absolutely necessary for gentlemen
attending a conferenrce to take full notes
of what occurs at that conference in order
to protect their own honour. I say if we
have reached that stage it is a regrettable
state of affairs indeed. Time was when
members of this House, no matter on
which side they sat, could meet in con-
ference and discuss the affairs of the
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country without its being necessary for
one mnoment for any mnembe*r on either
side to have to take rill notes of
what occurred in order that they mnit
be used to protect their own sense
of honour afterwards. It is regrettable
to my mind, if we have reached this stage,
that members cannot meet together,
cannot speak privately and talk about
subjects affecting Western Australia,
without its being necessary to have a
witness on whom they can call hereafter
to give an account of what takes place at
that conference. If that be the existing
state of affairs, it is a state of affairs that
would not be tolerated for a moment in
private lie. Gentlemen outside of these
walls can meet together and discuss
matters as men of honour are supposed
to discuss themn. Is it that 'when we
meet together in ibis House we forget
what is due to manhood and what is date
to honourF I say, without the slightest
hesitation, if that is the case, the sooner
every member is got rid of and is turned
out never to enter the House again, the.
better it will be, not only for the House,
but for the country. I want those
members who have sat in the Legislative
Assembly for many years to remember
the highest traditions of this House, to
be true to those traditions and above all
things to join with me in my humble way
in an honest and sincere endeavour to
bring about a better state of affairs than
exists to-day in the direction to which I
have alluded. May I make an appeal to
members in regard to this long-prolonged
debate, that we mar bring it to an end
this week, either one way or another.
[Mn. Hon~INs: This afternoon.] Ihave
no wish or'desire to stifle debate; but
surely by the end of this week there
ought to be sufficient debate from all
sides, and we can come to a decision one
way or another. I wish briefly to refer
to the quesfion of the Midlandl Rail way
and the attituade -adopted by mnembers on
this (Opposition) side of the House in
regard to it. There at once I come to
the amendment of the member for West
Perth. Except in regard to the question
of the Midland Railway, and not so much
in regard to the question as to the hon.
member's method of dealing with it, most
members on this side of the House, I
feel sure, are in accord with the
member for West Perth. The rest

of his axnicndinent, if we put aside that
question for the momient, is as a matter
of fact enlarging ii pon-stating more
deliberately and perhaps in better
language-the very attack that wats made
from this side of the House upon the
G3overnment. The vital principle, the

Ifoundation, is the same. The hon.
member's motion of no-confidence and

Ithe motion of no)-confidence frain this
side of the House are in all other
respects based on the salne foundation.
In regard to the Midland Railway, when
the hon. member tabled his amendmneit
he must have known that the first para-
graph rendered it im&poss ible for me at all
events to vote in favour of his amend-
ment. I had already related to the
House what were the focts of the case as
far as I am concerned in regard to the
Mlidland Railway. I informed the House
that the Premier had been good e-nough
to ask me whether I should treat the
negotiations of the Government in regard
to the Midland Railway as a party
question. He was good enoughi at the
same time to assure mue that he was
practically convinced that I would not,
but he thought it better to ask. For
that assurance, I am obliged to the hon.
member; it did him credit, and I am
glad that the leader of the Government
has this opinion of the leader of the
Opposition, that he is convinced in his
own mind that one would not make this
question, whether right oi- wrong-a
question of such importance to the
countr-y-a weapon of party warfare. I
gave an assurance to the 'hon. mnember
that I would not so treat the question.

*Aftier receiving an assurance from him
that all the negotiations were subject to
the approval or rejection of Parliament
our attitude was this. I wanted that
question discussed, I wanted these pro-
posals accepted or rejected by the House
on their merits, and oin their merits
alone. There is not one member on this
side of the House who is committed to
that question either one way or the
other. We desire it to he discussed and
dealt riith from this standpoint, and this
standpoint alone - -

Ma. I\IoHRAN: it ought to have been
dealt with before the nmot ion (it no-
confidence.

Mu,. RASON:. That it should be
dealt with from this standpoint only, of

[ASSE]VBlY.J Amendmeptip.
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Iwhat is best in the interests of Western
Australia; and 1 confess that after I had
given the hon. member that assurance I
was surprised that the subject should
have been included in the Governor's
Speech. It would have beetn far better,
and more in keeping-I do not accuse the
bon. gentlem-an of doing it with any
ulterior motive-but it would have been
far better to my mind, more in honour-
able keeping with the compact I had
entered into with him, if it had been
kept out of the Governor's Speech, so
that not the slightest tinge of party feel-
ing could have been put on it. The
question could then have been brought
down to the House and discussed, as I
hoped it would have been, wholly apart
from conference or no conference, and
apart from party altogether.

THE PRmns: I do think the Govern-
ment was botjid to give that information
to the House, and that was the only way.

Mn. RASOl': I submit that all the
information the House was entitled to
could have been given to the House
without being emnbodied at all in the
Governor's Speech. And had it not been
embodied there, and had there not been a
motion of no-confidence, we could have
hbad before this House now a great deal
more information than we have at the
present moment. But there was only one
course open so far as I was concerned or
this party was concerned, either to forfeit
the promise we had given to the country
that at the earliest possible moment we
would move no-confidence in the Govern-
nient, or else that we should take the
course -we have done, move our motion of
no-confidence, and decline to discuss the
question of the Midland Railway until
we had the whole of the facts before us.
I am sure the member for West Perth
will agree with me when I put my view
of the position before him in this way.
Supposing for one moment that I had the
honour of leading the Government in this
House, supposing for one moment I had
conducted negotiations relating to a ques-
tion of such vast importance as this, no
matter whether I had rightly or wrongly
entered into those negotiations, no matter
whether the result would commend itself
to this House or otherwise, I should
rightly feel agg~rieved if this House would
not even consider those negotiations, but
rejected them without any of the facts

before them. If, as a matter of fact, it
were said to me, "1We decline to discuss
the question at all; we want no informa-
tion; we will not listen to what you have
done," I say without hesitation that under
those circumstances I should find the
position intolerable. 1 would not for
a moment submit myself to treatment
such as that; and that being the case,
these being my feelings, I cannot extend
that treatment which I should resent
myself to the bon. gentleman opposite. I
desire, no man desires more than I do, to
eject this Government from office ; but it
is going to be done in a. plain straight-
forward way, and Ilam going to extend to
that hon. gentleman and the other gentle.
men occupying those benches just the
same consideration, no more and no less,
as I should expect myself to receive under
the same conditions. But one word more.
It has been said-I am not able to trace

*the author, I wish I could-with reference
to the negotiations between this party and
some of the members of the Governiment
to brinig about a coalition, that I went
cringing to the Premier. Whoever is the
author of that statement is guilty of a6
most despicable statement indeed.' There
is no other way to describe that than to
describe it as a deliberate and EL malicious
falsehood. I am not going to discuss
that question from the standpoint of who
spoke first. I have no reason to try to
bark that question. Anybody may know
so far as Ilam concerned. But it is not the
way to approach matters such as these, to
excuse negotiations which have failed by
saying, "1Oh, well, the other fellow came
to me first." It seems to me to be a
line of conduct that one might expect
from an infant school rather than from a
body of men sent to this House, paid by
the country to look after the affairs of
the country. One could account for and
could excuse conduct such as that, if it
came from infants; but one does not
look for it coming from men, and one
looks for it still less as coming from men
with one spark of honour in their consti-
tution. Whoever started those negotia-
tions, there was nothing in them but
what was equally as honourable, so far as
members opposite are concerned and
members on this side are concerned, as
any other negotiations. I say this, without
breaking.one word of confidence, that the
only questions discussed were questions
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of policy. Questions of individuals,
questions of who should bold or should
not bold office, honorary or otherwise,
were not even approached. Only ques-
tions of policy were discussed, and we at
all events- speaking for the delegates
from this side of the House -approached
that conference with a desire, if we could,
to bring about that better state of affairs
which it is admitted on all sides of this
House it is desirable to bring about.
But we could not then, and we cannot

noeither with hon. members opposite
owith any other party in this House,

sacLrifice what we believe to be the best.
interests of Western Australia, what we
believe to be the true policy for Western
Australia., at all events in the imniediate
present and future, that is a policy of
administration rather than legislation.
We cannot sacrifice that even though we
should have to remain on these Opposi-
tion benches for years to come. What-
ever may be the result of this division-
and I hope indeed that all parties will
agree that it shall be taken this week, so
that the time of the country may not be
wasted longer -whatever may be the
result of this division, we-peaking for
the party on this side of the Houee-
shall, I trust, be found still doing our
duty; and whether we remain on this
side of the House or whether we cross
to the other, that will be our sole object,
to do our duty. If we remain here we
shall continue to do, I trust, the duty of
His Majesty's Opposition, using all the
constitutional means within our power,
but using only those weapons which men
can use and do use with a sense of
honour rather than with a sense of
dishonour.

MR. 0. J. MORAN (in explanation):
I am sure members, and you, sir, also
will allow me to make an explanation. I
could not allow it to go forth that the
Independents could control the policy of
the Government, and yet be free fromny
responsibility to the country or the Rouse.
The Indepenidents could not control the
policy of the most powerful and honour-
able party in Australia, the Labour party.
Were it a weak party without strength or
organisation, we might; but we never
sought to do so, and know that we are
powerless to do so. That party, I believe,
is above control. We are in sympathy
with it. I believe farther, that we

could not get out of any responsibility.
The full responsibility rested upon our
shoulders and still rests upon them, for
either keeping that party in power or
putting it out. I may add that I
reciprocate the generous, manly, and out-
spoken sentiments which have fallen from,
the lips of the leader of the Opposition in

ireference to the honourable negotiations
which have taken place between us.

MR. MX F. TROY (Mfount Magnet):
It is with very great reluctance and diffi-
dence I take any part in this debate; but
I feel that when such an important matter
as the life of a Government is being dis-
cussed it is but right and proper that 1,
as a member supporting the Government,
should take some part in this discussion.
I desire at the outset to reciprocate the
remarks made b y the leader of the Oppo-
sition when he said that this debate might
be carried on without indulging in any
mutual recriminations. I want to say
that although I shall find it very bard to
follow the example he set. I will do my
utmost in this connection, and if I at all
depart from the line of action I intend to
take up, I hope that some degree of lati-
tude will be allowed me in my endeavour
to do what I think right and that I shall be
credited with the best of intentions. Twill
only say that throughout the debate
which has proceeded thus far there
has been a, good deal of talk about
the question of alliances and about
the meetings which members on this
side of the House and members of
the Opposition have had, and which
members from this side of the House and
members of the Independent bench
have had. I feel I can safely say that
whatever has transpired in connection
with those discussions, has been of a
nature with which the country can be
made acquainted to the fullest extent. I
am sure that no party-and I speak
particularly of this party-has any desire
to enter into any alliance or any coalition
unless it be on the most honourable
terms. It 1must be remembered that a
meeting of the Independents was held, at
which the question of an alliance was not

idiscussed, because the Miuistryorthe Gov-
erment called a meeling first of Minis-
terial supporters, and when the meeting
of supporters was held, then the question
of an alliance was discussed. It would
have been criminal on the part of this
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Government if they bad not called
together the Independents who had
Supported them so long and endeavoured
to bring about stable government.
[MR. THOMAS: Hear, bear.] And it
would have been criminal on the part of
the Government if they had not met the
delegates appointed by the Opposition,
with a view to bringing about a period of
stable government, because unless th is
party can agree in one sense or the other,
it must mean in the end an appeal to the
country. I do not think that at the
present time a dissolution would be in
the best interests of the country. I say
that not because I want, it to be understood
that I would be afraid to go back to my
electors, nor because I want it to be under-
stood that I would not be afraid to go
back, but because I feel that if we have a

Issluion, partiularl at this time of
the year, t wi bIng abyout a eiod of
stagniation and bring on a portio of the
people of this State a considerable
amount of distress. I consider it is the
duty of the Governmient to see that this
condition does not obtain, and to use
every honourable means in their power to
bring about stable government.

MR. MORAN: What are the best meansY
MR. TRO: To enable the Govern-

menit to carryl on with a majority.
Mn. MORAN: That is the object.

What are the meansP
MR. TROY: With a view to the policy

which has been propounded in the
Governor's Speech being carried into
operation.

Mn. MORAN: There is no compromise
about that. It maeans every horse going
into one stable.

MR. TROY: That is the hon. member's
interpretation; but I hold that if there
are certain non-Labour members who
us that they agree with all the prin-
ciples of the Labour party, those members
will make no sacrifice by throwing in
their lot with the Government, and assist-
ing in placing democratic measures on
the statute-book. Tt has been said by
some -that the Government should not
have treated at all with the Opposi.
tiou, and should not have treated with
the Independents. [MR. MORN:~ There
is a great difference between the two.]
It is a great difference indeed; and
it is ridiculous for any member to
say be would have held aloof, and

-would not have condescended to treat
with any parts. It is the duty of
the Government to discuss any proposal
which will tend to bring about stable
government; and those people who say
they would not depart from any position
they have taken up are not taking a
common-sense view of the position, and
certainly not acting in the best interests
(if the country. I, when consenting that
delegates should be appointed by this
party (Labour), and that a coalition

*should be discussed, have always ex-
pressed the opinion that the terms and
conditions should be set down in writing,
and that every member who agreed to

-those terms and conditions should append
his Signature thereto. Only by that

-means can we prevent some people from
going back on the statements they make.

MR. THOMAS: Give us their names.
*Do you refer to the member for Collie ?

MR. TROY: No; I do not.
MR. THOMAS: He went back.
MR. TRO: I do not think so. I

think the member for Collie possesses
very high principles, and eudeavours to
carry out those principles. As to the
no-confidence amendment of the leader of
the Opposition and the Premier's reply.
the Government has been acquitted of all

Ior of the majority of the charges made
aginst it. During the past twelve
months, wherever members of the Oppo-
sition have addressed social gatherings
and other meetings, they have always

Iaccused this Government of doing what
was not in the interests of the country.
They have gone out of their way to
accuse the Government of administrative
incompetence, and have pledged them-
selves to move a vote of no-confidence
when Parliament assembled. And when
that is done, what do we findP That
those members are absolutely unable to
substantiate any of the charges which
they made before the House met. Those
nemnbers say also that the measures
passed by this Government were in the
interest of a class, and against the inter-
est of tbe country in general. They say
this is Labour legislation. On the other
hand, they assert that this party is

Inot passing any Labour legislation.
The (Iovernment is accused on the one
hand of being a Labour Government
and on the other hand of not being a
Labour Government. So anxious have
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Opposition members been to condemn
the Government, that they have not been
particular as to what means they em -
ploved to bring about its downfall. The
only indictment which the leader of the
Opposition has been able to bring against
the Government is the indictment as to
finance; and I think it will be acknow-
ledged that the Premier has secured his
own acquaittal on the charge of malad-
ministration. If he has not satisfied
Parliament that his administration has
been sound, I think it must be admitted
that he has satisfied the country.
Throughout the country it is generally
admitted that the Premier's reply tW the
hon. member's charges has done the
Premier ciedit, and acquitted him of the
charge of maladministration. It has been
freely asserted that the Government con-
verted a surplus of £83,000 into a deficit
of £46,500, thus making on the year's
transactions a distinct loss of £1 29,000.
But what do we find was done by the
preceding Government? How were the
finances conducted by it? We find that
Government started with a surplus of
£231,000, and ended its financial year
with a surplus of only £83,000. In that
financial year that Government incurred a
loss of almost £150,000. Again, this
year the revenue has not been so buoyant
as in previous years. This year we
received from the Federal Government a
much smaller sum than was received last
year when our predecessors held office.

MA. GREGORY: No; the revenue was
larger this year. I gave the figures last
night.

MR. TRO: The member for Menzies
(Mr. Gregory) said the previous Govern-
ment carried out a number of public
works. This Government may not have
spent so much on public works in Perth
as the previous Government spent. This
Government did not waste money by
erecting ornamental buildings in this
city, buildings which can serve no definite
purpose. But if there has been much
more expenditure by this Government, it
has been on the 'development of our
mining, pastoral, and agricultural indus-
tries. This Government, instead of
erecting public buildings and carrying on
what our opponents are pleased to term
a spirited public works policy, has ex-
pended the money, not in the city, but
in. the development of the industries of

the country. The Government has been
charged with throwing overboard theIprogressive public works policy initiated
by its predecessor. What is that policy
after all? We find that at a meeting of
contractors held in Perth the action of
the Government in departing from this
policy is violently condemned; con-
demnned because the Government will
not Spend money in the towns, so as
to assist in bringing to and Nettling
in the towns the greater portion of
our population, instead of settling it in
the country. And while Ministers spend
mney in developing the industries of
the country, I shall always be most
happy to support it. With regard
to those persons who call themselves
leaders of private enterprise, and who
pride themselves on their strenuous
individualism. we find that their enter-
prise means looking to the Government
to provide contracts for which they

imay tender. We do not find those
who pride themselves on their indi-
vidualism going out to develop the
resources of the country and striking
out for themselves independently of the
Government; but we find them always
at the doors of Ministers endeavouring
to secure contracts for the erection of
buildings. Ido not think that encourag-
ing these people is in the best interests
of the country ; and if that is private
enterprise in Western Australia, I think
there is no harm in our abolishing that
sort of enterprise.

MR. FRANK WILSON: But it is not,
you know. You have made a mistake;
you have found a mare's nest.

ME. TROY: Then I will get you to
hatch the eggs. It is said Ministers have
Shown incapacity in the administration
of their departments. This has been
Spread abroad throughout the country by
one newspaper after another. Many of
the papers in which hon. members oppo-
site have interests severely condemn the
Government, and condermn it in a manner

iwhich is absolutely unscrupulous.
MR. A. J. WILSON: Do not take the

*North Coolgardie Herald Seriously.
MR. GREGORY: I thought he was

speaking of the Democrat, with which so
many Ministers were connected.
* Mn. TROY: I am speaking of the
North Cool gardie Herald; becauselIthink
it is after all the most unscrupulous
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organ in Western Australia, or the most
unscrupulous this Government has bad to
deal with; an organ which circulates
largely in the Mount Margaret gold-
field, one of the outmost parts of the
State. That paper has said that Mr.
Hastie could not find the funds to help
prospectors or reduce batteny charges,
because Labour members cannot exist on
.£200 a year, and billets must be found
for them. That is a most unfair and
unscrupulous statement. There were no
billets found for Labour members in con-
nection with public batteries, anyhow
not to my knowledge; and that was not
the reason why the public battery charges
could not be reduced. Again, the paper
said that Mr. Holman had to levy extra
rates on those using the railways, so as
to keep his supporters quiet. That is
the sort of criticism levelled at this
Government; and that is the manner in
which people are educated as to how the
business of this country is being con-
ducted. Again it has been said :

Mr. Taylor's hospital nurses must wait for
the eight hours, and Mr. Johnson's workers
must be sweated on contract labour, so as to
enable the Government to find room for their
friends and to satisfy their Supporters in Par-
liament.
That is not so. Any fair-minded member
of this House recognises that this Govern-
ment, above all other Governments, when
any appointments have been made, have
allowed no political influence to be
Used; and knows that if an endeav-
our has been made to use political
influence, the Ministers controlling the
various departments have not been in-
fluenced by that political influence. A gain
this paper says;-

It is time to endeavour to discover one
single good administrative action from the
present occupiers of office.
I saw that article when I was on the
Mount Margaret goldfield. It was printed
in the East Murchison News, having been
copied from the Niorth. Coolgardie Herald;
and it was circulated over a large portion
of this State. I found it when I was visit-
ing my constituency; and I did my best
to curtail the circulation of an article
such as this. I believe the member for
Menzies has a controlling influence in
that paper, but I do not think he would
be a party to such criticism its this. It
is a system of criticism to which I do not

think any honourable person would be a
party, and I think that, although the
member for Menzies had a controlling
influence in the newspaper, lhe had no
hand in this.

MR. GREGORY: Allow me just one
word of explanation. I can quite under-
stand the insinuation in reading an article
of this sort. Twelve months ago I did
own the property in which this article
was printed, hut I was since foolish
enough to hand it over to other people to
form a company. True, I have some
shares in the company; but there my
responsibility ends. Perhaps if the hon.
member had been fair he might have given
some history of the Democrat, of which
severail Ministers of the Crown were direc-
tors; and I would not think that any such
gentlemen would be responsible for any
of the class of articles read by my friend
opposite.

MR. TROY: I am pleased to accept
the assurance of the member for Menzies.
I can quite recognise, as I have already
said, that he was no party to such articles
and to such criticism as that. It is un-
fair criticism levelled against the Govern-
ment, and to my knowledge it has done
the Government a groat deal of harm.

MR. GREGORY: You have never seen
such criticism there as you have seen in
the Murchiison papers.

M E. TROY: Nlo. I must confess that
I have not seen criticism of that character
in the Murchison papers. If criticism
of that sort appeared in the Murchison
papers it would not meet with the
commendation of the people of Murchison.
The member for York had a good deal to
say regarding the administration of the
late Minister for Lands (Hon. J' M.
Drew). I know that members of this
House recognise that Mr. Drew has done
very good work indeed in connection with
that department. [MR. FOULKES: Then
why was he removed?] He has done
considerably better work than any of his
predecessors. He was removed because he
had done such good work that the
department had doubled its importance
during his term of office, and the work
had to be divided among two Ministers.
'Mr. Drew is a modest man. He is not
one who goes about the country telling
people what he is doing, and having him-
self photographed, and having his
photograph in the Western Mail showing
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him judging some poultry or some swine
at ashow. Mr. flrew does not care about
going round the country and coming
hack to the newspapers and having I
himself boomed. He is recognisedas a
man who is not a faddist, but who is a
practical Minister. In the Victoria
District he has done a great deal
for land settlement in this State,
and nobody can deny that in connection
with the administration of the Lands
department he has done very good work
indeed, and better work than his lpre-
decessors. [ME. GREGORY: He is the
best Minister, because he is not bound
down.] Itnmav he remembered that while
this hon. member, whom some gentlemen
call a faddist, had to administer this
important department he had at the
same time to represent the Government
of this country in the other Chamber.
He was the only representative of the
Government in the other Chamber, and
he was compelled to take upon himself
that duty as well as the duties of his
office. The member for Bouldgr (Ur.
Hopkins), who was the previous Mlinisbwr
for Lands, had some little to say the
other night in connection with this
matter; but 1 have noticed that since
that lion, member was relieved of his
Ministerial responsibilities he has religi-
ously kept away from the House and
has been seen very little in it. Therefore
because he was absent, he is not in a
position to say how the administration of
this country was carried on.

MR. GREGoORY: You know that he
was ill.

MR. THOMAS: That is rather unfair.
We all knew why he was absent.

MR. TROY: I withdraw that accusa.-
tion if such was the case; but if he was
ill, or if there was illness in his family, I
had no knowledge of it. The mernber for
York (Mr. Burges) in his usual wild and
breezy, I might say buslifire, manner
made statements regarding the Mines
Department and said: -

The mining industry seems to be going
down, for I notice by to-day's newspaper that
there was a falling off in the exports of from
£500000 to £900,000. That is the statement
T read this morning. I have net the report
with me, but I an get it. It appeared in the
W~est Australian newspaper, and that paper is
generally correct.

With his usual extravagance and mnacen-

racy in all his arguments, the member for
York made it appear that the gold-mnining
industry was in a very' precarious position
indeed. He said there had been a falling
off to the extent of from £800,000 to
£900,000, whereas there had been only a
falling off of £70,000 in six months. I
agree that in some parts of the State the
gold-mining industry is not what it was
in previous years; but in other portions
of the State it is in a more prosperous
condition than it has been during any
previous time in the history of the State.
I admit that in the outermost portions
of the State, in places like Mt. Morgans
and Peak Hill, the industry is not in
such a flourishing condition as it was at
one time. I believe that the big mines
about Mt. Morgans are not doing so
well now, and in one or two places on
the Murchison the same thing obtains;
but the prospecting industry is the chief
branch of the mining industry, because
it does more for the State than any other
branch of the mining industry. On the
Murchison particularly, through which I
travelled a few weeks aigo, the prospects of
the minin industry generally are brighter
and more prosperous than during the
last five or six years; and this Is not

owin to the big companies, but is owing
to the prospectors, to the men who have
gone out and found new country, and who
are working mines in the older districts
which were abandoned by companies.
Mines in some places also are becoming
of much lower grade. There are not the
same high values as existed in previous
years; and this, to some extent, must
also have an effect on the amount of gold
produced. I should like to see more
encouragement given in connection with
this industry, and especially to the
prospector, the man who does his
utmost to develop this mnost important
industry. We hear a good deal about
the development of our agricultural in-
dustry and resources, and a little about
the development of our pastoral resources;
and we heard a little the other night
about the development of our timber
resources. I say that the agricultural
industry in this State would not have
progressed so far had it not been for the
gold-mining industry, and that there
would have been very little land settle-
ment in this State. If this gold-mining
industry is not encouraged and people
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are not encouraged to go into the desert
portions of the State, and if conditions
are not made better for them and if every
assistance is not given them, the gold-
mining industry cannot flourish, and in
consequence the agricultural industry
cannot flourish. A little time ago a great
deal of criticism occurred in connection
with the administration of State batteries.
I believe that the late Minmister for
Mines did his utmost to make these

batre pay ad to carry them on in the
ineet fy the prospectors and lease-

holders generally ; and I believe that the
present Minister for Mines is using his
best endeavours to put that system on X
proper basis and to run it only in the
interests of those for whom it was estab-
lished. It has been said that a great
delay has occurred in connection with the
erection of some of our batteries. If this
occurred during the term of the late
Minister for Mines (Hon. R. Hastie),

similar delays occurred in previous years.
To my knowledge delays occurred in the
erection of batteries at Menzies, Norse-
man, and Southern Cross. These delays
are sometimes unavoidable. I do not
think Ministers receive the fair considera-
tion that they should get from people
in connection with the administration
of their departments. At Black Range
when a boiler became of no farther use,
some time elapsed before another boiler
Cold be sent there; but I know that it
was sent from Perth to Black Range
and that the battery was working after
only a month's loss of time; yet in the
majority of the papers circulated on the
goldfields- [TnE MINISTER FOR JUSTICE:
The North Coolgardie Herald was one of
them]-it was stated that three months
bad elapsed before the battery could
again contiDue operations. That was not
fair. On no other previous occasion has
a boiler or any other material been for-
warded so quickly or a battery been able to
continue operations in the same time. I
believe this State battery system is the
most important system ini our mnintg
industry- , and it would be wise on the part
of the Minister to seriously consider the
advisability of appointing the commission
asked for the Prospectors' Association.
I know a good deal of mnisapprehension
exists ais to the control and admninistra-
tion of batteries, and I think, if the Gov-
ernment took this matter into their con-

sideration and appointed a Commission,
it would clear up many grievances that
exist to-day. I do not think the Com-
mission would be a very expensive one,
and recognising that it would inquire
into an industry that has done so much
for the advancement of the State, if it
were expensive it would be money well
spent. A little has been said regarding
the purchase of the Midland Railwayv, and
I as a representative of that portion of
the State which will be mated ally affected
by the purchase of the railway, cannot
allow the debate to end without adding
my quota to what has been said. The
member for Forrest (Mr. A. J. Wilson)
has been pleased to say the purchase of
the railway will only be in the interest
of a paltry handful of people.

MR. A. J. WILSON: The hon. mem-
ber is misquoting me. If he wishes to
quote what I say, he should do so cor-
rectly. I deny that I said the purchase
of the line was in the interests of a
handful of people.

MR. TROY: Perhaps I would be more
correct in saying that the hion. measber
stated that the line would only give
facilities to a. paltry handful of people.
Does the member consider that the people
who live in the Irwin, the Geraldton and
the Greenough districts, as also in
the Murchison, East Murchison, Mou~nt
Margaret, and North Coolgardie districts
are only a paltry handful of people?

MR. A. 3. WrisoN: Do you not want
a line to Black Range? The people then
cal, go round that way.

MR. TROY: The hon. member's ignor-
ance of the geography of the State does
not allow him to know that Slack Range
is a portion of the Murchison field, and
the inhabitants embraced in that locality
are included in the paltry handful of
people referred to by that member.

MR. A. J. WILSON: People will be
able to enjoy their summer holidays at
L~eonora then and not at Geraldton.

MR. TROT: I had hoped that the
matter of the railway would have beeu
fully discussed in the House, for the pur-
chase of that line will be of material
interest to the people of the Murchison,
Geraldton. Greenough, and the Irwin
districts. If the company are being
compelled to sell the land because the
Government of the State intend to bring
into force a tax on the unimproved value
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of land, then I say they will sell it not to
any great advantage to themselves. I do
not consider the amount asked for is
altogether fair to the country ; I think the
property could probably be bought at a
much lower price. It has been said
that the Midland Company can sell their
land and settle people upon it. If they do
so they will make the railway of greater
value, and if the company- enhance the
value of the railway, in the future the
Government will have to pay a greater
price because of the developmnent of the
land. If the land is developed the Govern-
ment may in future have to pay as much
for the railway as they axe now asked to
pay for the railway and land combined.

MR. A. J. WILSON; Are not the com-
pany entitled to something for develop-
ing the landP Are they not entitled to
compensation for setting people on the
land ?

Ma. TROY: I cannot take the bon.
member's remarks as being serious,
because I know he would consider it pre-
sumption on my part to question any-
thing he says, and I do not wish at
present to be accused of presumption.
Whenever the member for Perth ad-
dresses the House he always gives a
very enlightened exposition of trades
unionism.

MR. A. J. WILSON: And the political
Labour party.

Ma. TROY: That is a branch of
trades unionism, I presume. I have
come to the conclusion at last that the
education of the member for Perth has
been confined to the demerits of trades
unionism, for whenever he speaks in the
House and is at a loss for an argument,
or wants something to say, he gets back
to his old subject, the injury trades
unionism is doing the country, and the
dominating influence trades unionism is
having on the politics of the country. I
have heard that member say that the
Labour party should be condemned
because its representatives are all mnem-
berg of trades unions. At a reception
in Perth given to delegates attending
a trades union Congress afew days ago,
the member for Perth advised those
present, if they wished to send repre-
sentatives to Parliament, to select those
representatives from their own ranks,
and not go outside their ranks at all. I
know what has influenced the boo. mem-,

ber to speak in that strain; he is
fearful lest he may lose his seat to one
who has taken an active interest in
political matters, although not a trades
unionist, but one who has taken an
interest in political matters and who
when he speaks in this Rfouse will dis-
cuss far more important topics than can
the hon. member for Perth. The
Government are condemned because they
are a Labour Government. It is a
peculiar thing that not alone in Western
Australia but throughout. the whole of
Australia, when the Labour party be-
come numerically strong they earn the
hostility of every other section in the
community; but whilst they remain In a
minority they are jolly good fellows and
there is nothing against them:; their
policy is not wrong, it is a most pro-
gressive policy. But once they become
the dominating factor, once they come
into direct opposition or take their Seats
on the Ministerial benches, they become
a dangerous element whose influence is
absolutely against the interests of the
State, they become a party who are doing

cosiderable damage to the credit of the
State. Not long ago in East Perth I had
the honour of listening to a very able
speech- [MR. HiAnwics: Hear, hear]-
not by the member for East Perth but
by Sir John Forrest, when he condemned
root and branch the Labour party; yet
what do we find to-day? That Sir John
Forrest has so far forgotten his hostility
to the party that he has gone back on
what he said in this State by accepting a
position in a Government that is kept in
power by Labour men.

Mn. A. J. WILS01N: It is the Labour
men who have forgotten his hostility.

Ma. TROY: I have no doubt the
same position would obtain in this State
if the Labour party were in a miinority
and two sides were bidding for their
support: the same condition of affairs
would be seen in this House. We should
find that the whole of the Labour mem-
bers were jolly good fellows and their
policy was the best in the interests of the
State; but so long as we occupy an
important position in the House we shall
always be held up to the country as a
bogey, a party that should be defeated at
any cost.

MR. RAsox: Your course is very plain
then.
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Ma. TROY: A good deal has been
said regarding preference to unionists,
and the Premier has very properly in the
Governor's Speech said it was the inten-1
tion of the Government to bring in a
Bill to provide for anl amendment of the
Arbitration Act. At once it is said the
Premier's intention is to give preference
to unionists. I know many people in the
State and many members in Opposition
think such a measure should not be
passed by the House at any cost; but
there is no great harm in such a measure:
it is a very justifiable proposition indeed.
Such a law exists in New Zealand and in
New South Wales, and it merely gives
the court power to grant a preference
where the court thinks it desirable. A
preference to unionists is desirable and
justifiable because the court gives prefer-
ence to those who are registered under
the Act, and have taken on themselves all
the responsibility and made all the sacri-
fices, but receive no more advantage than
those who donotbelong to unions, and who
receive the same advantages as unionists.
Although some members in Opposition

sythatefeec is unjustifiable, yet
the pet A0rct proies for a preference.
only a, few days ago Mr. Justice Parker

sid , in the Arbitration Court., that the
court had power to give preference to
unionists; so those who say preference
to unionists is so harmful have assisted
in passing a law through the House
which gave the preference they now con-
demn.

MR. GREGORY: It must have been very
vague when it Was Only discovered a few
days ago.

Mu. TROY: It has been said, and the
leader of the Opposition said this to my
great surprise, that the Labour party had
harmed the credit of the country. [MR.
RisoN : Hear, hear.] The leader of the
Opposition has in his time made many
assertions, and lately he has seen
his way clear to go back on those
assertions. [MR. R~soH: Oh, no.] I
am sure that when he considers this
matter fairly, he will recognise that the
Labour party has not done anything to
discredit the State, and that the existence
of the Government of this State has not
harmed the State's credit. The people
who are harming this country's credit and
the whole credit of Australia are those
who have been called " the stinking-fish

party," the people who are always say-
ing " The Labour party ruin the country ";
the people who leave Australia and go to
England, and who hold up to the people in
England, who are ignorant of the position
of things in Australia, the great harm
and damage the Labour party are doing
to Australia. I say that it is wrong.
Not only is it wrong, but it is an unscru-
pulous opposition. It is dielo3 alty to the
country, as the Minister for Lands (Hon.
T. H. Bath) has said, and it can ionly
reflect in the end upon those persons who
go out of their way to make use of such
base and contemptible arguments. Some
members have said during the course of
this debate that they disagreed with the
Premier and with the policy of this
Government, and without any recrnmi-
nation at all I can only say I am
pleased at the action which hias been
taken by the member for Forrest (Mr. A.
J. Wilson). I think it is an action which
should have been taken long ago, which
should have been taken when this Govern-
ment first took power; and I advise the
Opposition when he takes his place
amongst them, if they desire to have him
brought to a sense of loyalty, to a sense
of duty, and to a sense of honour, to do
their best daily to swathe his head with
wet bandages, and that failing that they
will have invented an automatic machine
which will serve the purpose of reducing
swollen heads. [Mil. RAsow : T will make
a note of that.] A few remarks have
been made by the member for Mount
Margaret (Mr. Taylor) which I very
much regret. I do not think those re-
marks should have come from that her.
member, considering that whilst he con-
demned the Government he, with every
sense of complacency and self-satisfaction,
sat in the Ministerial office and assisted
the Administration which he now con-
demns. [MR. TAYLOR: I have not con-
demned the Administration.] I want to
say farther that last night we had an
exposition-and I say it in all kindness
to the member for Mount Margaret--of
the manner in which he had made
stupendous improvements in connection
with the administration of his depart-
ment, and we were again told of the
sacrifices ho had made in connection with
the Labour movement. I really think
that old argument is worn too thin.
What we wanit now is not to know what
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has been done in the past. I recognise
with every sense of gravity that this
party is on its trial, that the Government
has been and is on its trial, and is acquit-
ting itself very well indeed, acquitting
itself to the satisfaction of a great por-
tion if not a majority of the people
of this State; and I think that the
first duty of a Labour member to
his party is one of loyalty. If one
cannot be loyal to his party, he should
take the only honourable course open
to him, and not stay in a party and
condemn it as this party has been con-
demnted, but take up his position against
the party. I think that not only will the
party commend him if be does that,
but the country will commend him as
having takien the action of an honourable
man. There is in this party a good deal
of loyalty. There is a good deal of
loyalty to Labour principles and to
Labour ideas. People who talk about
principles and indulge in a great deal of
high falutin and give utterance to a lot
of platitudes about the ideals and high
aspirations of the Labour party should
prove their sincerity by trying to put
them into practical operation. It is very
easy to condemn, very easy to pull down.
but very hard indeed to build up, and
1 am sure that some of those people who
condemn the members of their own party
who are indeed doing their very best,
would, when put to the test, be found to
be wanting.

MEaMBER: Do not look at the member
for B~everley.

Mn. A. J. WILSON: What member
has condemned the Labour party ?

Mn. TROY: The member for Beverley.
I do not intend to say anything more
regarding the member for Mt. Margaret,
beyond this. The hon. member talked
about the strenuous fight he put up in
Queensland; and whilst he may term as
jellyfish politicians those who will not
support him in the stand he says he has
taken, I want to remind him that much
language in a very loud voice and with
emphatic gesticulation is not strength, it
is only foolishness, and does not commend
him in the eyes of this House, and
certainly should not commend him in
the eyes of the country. It is the
easiest thing in the world for a luan
to get up in this House and my
what he would do, and talk about the

backbone he possesses; but it is the
hardest thing in the world to prove that
he possesses that backbone, and that
when put to thbe test he can carry out the
promises he makes and the assert ions to
which he gives utterance too readily. I
recognise that the Premier, in dealing
with one or two members, possibly did
not extend to them that courtesy and
friendliness which I on my part would
like to have seen him give them. Still,
at the same time the mere fact that the
Premier has replaced several members of
his Cabinet by some other members is no
excuse at all for those members bearing
any hostility to the Government.

MR. TAYLOR: It has never been made
an excuse.

A] . TROY: Because the Government,
after all, are but the instruments of this
party to place measures on the Statute-
book.

MR. TAYLOR: The party are the in-
struments of the Premier.

MR. TRO: I accept the excuse of the
hon. member, because after all I do
not wish to indulge in any more of this
recrimination. What I have said has
been said to remind the hon. member
that this House will not be influenced by
what I may call bombast. Every mem-
ber on either side of the House has
already judged the situation. If the
members who have a grievance against
the Premier will but emulate the
example the Premier gave them when he

Iwas conferring with the Independents, if
they will but say "Ilam willing to sink
my own individuality, willing to work in
the interests of the party and the inte-
rests of the country," this House must
respect and commend them. I assert
here that-no matter when it happens-
if this Government goes out of office,
and if, as some say, the inevitable result
will bea dissolntion-[M. ASJ. WILSON:
Which you hope will not take place]-
I do not profess to hope about these
matters; I do not say, like some people,
" Let us go to the country," because I
know what it means. I know that if we
go to the country, it will bring about a
period of stagnation, and will be in the
worst interests of the country. The mem -
ber for Mount Margaret and the member
for Forrest know that what they accuse
me of is not correct. On this motion I
shall loyally support the Government. I
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do not think it is necessary for me to say
that, because may loyalty so far has not
been questioned, but I assert that I shall
support the Government as loyally as I
have outside this House and as I have
so far in this House. I shall refrain
from indulging in the recrimination
which Some hare indulged in, and from
endeavouring to make the position of I he
Government a more awkward one than it
has been during the past 12 months. I
feel it will be generally admitted
throughout this country that the Gov-
ernment has indeed done well. It will
be generally admitted that a party so
inexperienced and so new to office, and
not onlv so but so new even to the
ordinary rules of this House, has indeed,
whilst conducting the affairs of the
country, condueted them honourably and
creditably, and in a manner which has been
in the interests of the whole of the people
of the State. I do not think the Gov-
ernment has any fear in making another
appeal to the electors. I want to say, in
conclusion, that I shall vote both against
the amendment and the amendment on
the amiendmient, and use my best en-
deavours to keep this Government in
power and to assist in bringing forward
the legislation which hits been embodied
in the Premier's policy speech, and
which I believe is absolutely in the best
interests of the State.

MR. J. C. G. FOUJLKES (Claremont):
The amendment by the leader of the
Opposition is to the effect that His
Excellency's advisers have not the con-
fidence of a majority in this House. I
think it hardly' necessary to debate that
point, because the speeches already made
by various members drawn from the
various parties in the House show con-
clusively that the present Government
have not the coufidence (if a majority.
Not only has an attack been made by the
leader of the Opposition, but an attack has
been made, and accepted in the spirit in
which it was meant, by the Leader of the
Independent party, and an attack has been
made by members who have hitherto been
supporting the Government. Those mem-
bers have supported that attack with a
view to ejecting the Government. So that
as regards numbers alone, the Opposition
can show from this debate that amajority
of members in this House has not suffi-
cient confidence in the Government to

keep it in office. One is correct in coming
to this conclusion, judging by members'
speeches; but whether one is correct inl
coming to that conclusion by reason of
the votes which those members will cast,
time alone will tell. The Premier has
frequently appealed to members to keep
his Goverment in office because the
Government has been honest in all its
transactions since it came into power. I
do not like these appeals and protesta-
tions as to honesty. In most corn-
inercial transactions, immediately a man
begins to boast of his honesty, in nine
cases out of ten one has to take precautions
for one's protection. These frequent pro-
testations of honesty are apt to engender
suspicion. I have every confidence in
the personal integrity and honesty of
every member of the Government. No
one on this side of the Ho use has accused
them of dishonesty. But surely there is
no need for members of an Australian
Government, or of any Government under
thie British Crown, to make continual
protestations of their honesty. We
assume at all times that members of any
Government in the British Dominions
are honest. We know that, so far as I
am aware without exceptioni, ever since
responsible government was granted in
Australia, every M~inister of the Crown
has shown, himself free from all corrup-
tion and dishonesty. I should like to
bring to the Premier's recolletion-and
as he is not here perhaps the Minister for
Justice willI place the matter before him-
that page in the history of Greece which
deals with the career of a man named
Aristides, who was practically ruler of
Athens. He made continual protestations
of his honesty. He made them so fre-
quently that at last the Atheniian people
turned against him. They became so
tired of his boast of honesty that
theyv sent him into exile for 10 years.
I therefore suggest to the Government
that if they wish to remain in power they
should take care that the fate of Aristides
does not befall them. The Premier pleads
for his continuance in office because the
country- is behind him;i anld he instanced
the two recent by-e lections for Brown Hill
and Leonora. But he forgot to mention
certain facts regarding those elections.
He forgot to tell the House that the
member for Leonora (Hon. P. J. Lynch)
represents a constituency having no less
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than 4,000 electors on its roll; and that,
when the recent by-election took place,
only 800 people took the trouble to go to
the ballot-box to show their confidence in
the Government. On last year's roll were
not less than 5,000 names ; but this year
the number has been reduced to 4,000.
[MR. GILL interjected.] I placed the
number of electers at 4,000. If the hon.
member is not satisfied with that, I can
only assume that the number was 5,000;
and if that be true, the case for the Gov-
ernment is so much the worse. I believe
that the same state of things would have
existed in' Brown Hill. [MR. RENSHAW:
Would you consult the people who did
not vote?] The Premier stated that the
whole country was behind him; and it
seems curious that in the circumstances
only 800 out of 4,000 people took the
trouble to support his Government. Let
us come nearer home, even to the Premier's
own constituency. Only last year lie was
returned by a majority of 1,600 odd for
Subiaco. To show that there is a dry rat
mn many of these Labour constituencies,
let us note that a short time ago, on the
2nd July, the half-yearly meeting of the
metropolitan branch of the political
Labour party was held in Perth, at the
Building trades' Rooms in Barrack
Street. The newspaper report states
there was a good attendance of members.
It was resolved-this will interest the
member for West Perth (Mr. Moran)-
to organise a brancb of the political
Labour party at West Perth on Tuesday
evening, and two gentlemen were selected
as speakers. Then the meeting turned
its attention to Subiaco. From the fact
that the Premier said that he had the
whole country behind him, one would
naturally assume that he felt the Labour
party in Subiaco was behind him ; but to
my astonishment I find in this report the
following statement:-" There was an
expressed desire to resuscitate the Subiaco
branch; and Mes.,rs. Troy, M.L.A., and
Claude Thompson were deputed to assist
the local members." That shows the
state of affairs in the Labour p)arty.
Even in Subiaco, which returned the
Premier by a majority of 1,600 twelve
months ago, it is now found neces-
sary to resuscitate the Labour party.
I have no doubt there is the same
necessity in many other constituencies
represented by Labour members. [ME.

HzNsHAw: The electors are all there
when wanted.] Why then the necessity
for resuscitating the Labour party? I
think it is necessary to resuscitate it not
only in Subiaco but in this House. The
Premier complains of the charge of insin-
cerity levelled against him by the leader
of the Opposition. It is curious that the
charge of insincerity came first, not from
the leader of the Opposition nor from this
side of the House, but from members
who sit behind the Premier-men who
have for a long time sat at the council
tables of the Labour party. Those were
the members who charged the Premier
with insincerity. The member for Collie
(Afr. Henshaw), whom at all times we
listen to as he invariably takes care to
speak with due caution and with a full
knowledge of the position of affairs -at a
meeting of his constituents held on June
21st, after showing his sympathy with
the treatment meted out to the members
for Mt. Margaret (Mr. Taylor) and blur-
chison (Mr. Holman), said:-

The Premier's action was autocratic and
brutal in the extreme. Ile had doubts as to
the sincerity of the Premier. He had noted
his political career for the last five years, from
the time when he (Mr. Daglish) opposed the
formation of a Labour broanch at Subiaco.
Nine months ago Mr. Daglish played with a
question abhorrent to the party; but the

maoiyhaving confidence in him, he (Mir.
Henshaivy) fought against a grow'ing feeling of
mistrust until the delivery of the last policy
speech. Hle was compelled to speak openly in
defence of his position. He was pledged to
principles, not men; and he would stand on
that. The Premier could not flout the mem-
bers. He (Mr. Henshaw) was reluctantly
compelled to express dissatisfaction and dis-
trust, and his belief in the necessity for
another leader. If he were Wrong, he would
ask them to condemn his action.
I am not surprised; for as I said just
now, the member for Collie invariably
speaks with the greatest care and with a
full knowledge of the importance of his
subject; and his constituents were so well
satisfied with his action that evening that
they passed a unanimous vote of confi-
dence in him. I do not know how he pro-
poses to vote on this amendment by the
leader of the Opposition, whether the
hon. member will be loyal to himself or
to the Premier. The member for Mt.
Magnet (Mr. Troy) said openly that he
would be loyal to his party. I should
like to know whether the member for
Comle will be loyal to his constituents or
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to his party. There has been a good deal
of comment and discussion as to the
recasting of the Ministry. I remember a
prolonged discussion as to the appoint-
ment of a new member in Mr. .Iamnes's
last Ministry, when Mr. James was taken
severely to task for appointing a Minister
who was considered by many an unsuit-
able person for the particular vacancy. I
believe that as long as we have a Consti-
tution run on the present lines, the
Premier has at all times the right to
select, and he is the only man to select,
the members of his Cabinet; and he
has also the right. of deciding how long
those members who have been appointed
shall be allowed to continue Minis-ters. The Premier thought it necessary
to dispense with the services of two
members of his Cabinet. Hie had the
right to do so, and no one can take
exception to his action. The only
exception which some people will perhaps
take is that he did not go far enough,
that he did not dispense with the services
of all the other members of the Ministry.
However, he thought no harm could be
done by starting with two of them. The
Minister for Justice (Hon. R. Hastie)
need not feel alarmed. I think there is
no doubt that the manner in which the
Premier dispensed with the services of
those two Ministers is not to be com-
mended. I have a theory that members
appointed to Ministerial office hold the
highest parliamentary posts that can be
offered under the British Constitution;
and therefore if any changes, dismissals,
or rearrangements are to be made,
necessary retirements should be brought
about with the greatest care, and with a.
certain amount of tact. What has been
the history of the members for Murchison
(11r. Holman) and Mt. Margaret (Mr.
Taylor) ? They have been practically
the pillars of the Labour party since the
party was born in Western Australia.
Had it not been for the services of those
two members during the last five years, I
doubt very much whether the Premier
would hold the position he holds to-day.
I consider that even if gratitude to those
Ministers for the services they rendered
to the Labour party had not sufficient
weight, a regard for public decency
should have prevented the Premier from
dismissing those Ministers in the manner
he did. The mnember for Hannans (Mr.

Nelson) made many interruptions while
the member for Forrest (Mr. A. J.
Wilson) was speaking. The member for
Hannans appealed to the member for
Forrest and asked whether the workers
of this country would be likely to get
their rights if the present Opposition
came into power, and whether they would
be likely to get questions such as
" preference to unionists " dealt with.
There was no reply to that question, but
I can reply to it now by saying that there
is as mucb chance of Labour members
getting "preference to unionists " con-
ceded under the leadership of the present
Premier as there would be under the
leadership of the member for Guild-
ford.

DR. ELLIS: That is why you wanted
a coalition, I suppose.

Ma. FOULKES:- I never asked for
a coalition. Thi-re is not the slightest
doubt that a majority of this House is
against that particular clause in the
Uovernor's Speech.

Mn. MoRAN: I think there is a, majority
in favour of it

Ma. FOULKES. There is not. That
may be the opinion of the member
for West Perth to-day. Perhaps to-
morrow he will have changed his
opinion in regard to that question. I
have always been struck by the attitude
taken. up by some miembers of the Labour
party. They are always preaching the
gospel that they are practically the
political saviours of the country, and
that the workers of the country will find
it at all times impossible to get their due
rights from any other party. I have
taken exception to that statement on every
occasion. We have men on the Opposition
side of the House who, during the whole
of their political career, have at all times
shown that they are prepared to do justice
to the working classes. I was very much
struck with the speech of the member for
Mount Margaret yesterday. He boasted
that at all times lie had taken the lead in
the ranks of Labour, and that he had
been practically the political saviour of
the working classes, and that if it had
not beun for his efforts the working classes
would have been unjustly dealt with;
.hnd the hon. mewber gave an interesting
r~sumS last night of what splendid work
he carried out when he was Colonial
Secretary. When I saw the hion. member
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first sitting on the Treasury bench,
I thought, "Here at last the great
battler of the Labour party has got his
opportunity and we shall see what use he
will make of it." The hon. member told
us last night of the splendid works he
had carried through during the short
time he was Minister of the Crown; and
I remember how he thumped the table
and said he had made the mail-boats pay
an extra £80 every time they came into
the harbour. How proud he was, and
how proud the Minister for Justice must
have been, and all the workiers of the
country, that their great champion, who
has been practically the leader of the
workers of this country, and not only
those of this State but those of Queens-
land, at last had been able to construct a
set of pigeonholes in the Colonial Secre-
tary's office for the purpose of keeping
documents in that office! I am not refer-
ring particularly to the member for Mount
Margaret in this. I have no doubt that
the Minister for Justice at the end of his
time will boast with quite as much right
of the splendid work he has done for the
workers 4,f this country. He will, I have
no doubt, be able to point out with pride
an d say, " In my department I have built
up a splendid set of pigeonholes to keep
papers in." I have shown the result of
the efforts of the great champion of
Labour after being in office for 10 months.
All he can boast about is that he has
been able to make the mail-boat is pay an
additional sum of £30 per trip, and that
he has constructed some pigeonholes.

Mn&. TAYLOR: T desire to explain that
I did not say that the mail-boats had to
pay £80. When the mnail-boats entered
this State they paid a consolidated charge
of £30 which cleared all harbour, port,
and light dues. The regulations which
were in force had a levelling up and down-
ward tendency which has not increased
the charge on the mail boats in the aggre-
gate more than £6 or £8, or perhaps in
some cases as high as £12, and which
'has reduced the charges on other boats
that were under a, different set of regula-
tions, and were trading to this State, as
much as£40 odd. If Idid not make the
position quite clear, I do so now. I ami
sure the hon. member has no desire to
misrepresent me. I altered the conditions
I found to be existing when I entered
oiffice in the way I have indicated.

MtR FOULKES: I am sorry if I wade
a mistake; but I wanted to point out
that here -was a leading member of the
Labour party, -with his first opportunity
of doing such great justice to the working
classes of this country, and all he can
boast about is that he made some changes
with regard to shipping and dock
rates of this country. I have no
doubt that he was quite correct in the
work ho has done. I want to give h im
every credit for the work he has done;
but T want to point out that many men
who shout loudly upon the Labour plat-
forms as to what they propose to do for
the workers, when they get the oppor-
tuuity, all they can show is that they have
made some little trifling change in regard
to insil-steamers and pigeonholes.

Myt TAYLOR -It is a better record
than the previous Government had for
two years.

Mit FOULKES- All of us have not
the same boasts as to what they were going
to dofor thework-ers. We have not had
the same opportunities as the member
for Mount Margaret to see that justice
should be done to the labouring classes.
I want the country to understand that
there are other men than the self-styled
leaders of the workers who are prepared

ito do the working classes juistice, and to
do them -more justice than men like the
member for Mount Margaret and other
leaders of the Labour party did. A
good deal has been said in regard to
the reputation of Australia in other
countries, and with regard to the slanders
and libels made against Australia by

IAustralians who have gone to other
countries. I had frequent opportunities

Iof hearing these remarks, very, often un-
Ijust remarks, ini regard to the position of
affairs in Australia. It was astonishing
to me to find what bitterness has arisen
in regard to Australian politics in many
parts of the world, Of course, unfor-
tunately, many Iepl Iving in other
parts of the worldoare notposted up or
well informed in regard to the position
of affairs in Australia; but I found that
the feeling amongst the majority of
people in England who know something
about Australia was not directed against
the Labour party prinaciples, for in many
places in England thre is a deal of sym-
pathy with regard to the objects and ainis of
the Labour party in Australia. That is not
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the reason why there should be this
want of confidence and a certain amount
of bitterness shown in other countries
regarding Australia. What in a great
measure has influenced the people in
other countries with regard to Australia
is the fact there is a feeling of suspicion
that the loyalty of Australians regarding
the mother country is not what the
people of England would like to see. I
know for a fact there was a feeling of
great astonishment and regret when the
Federal Government thought it necessary
to keep out the six Britishers who are
better known as the '1 six hatters" ; and
I can assure the House that it did a
tremendous amount of harms to Australia
in Great Britain and Ireland.

MR. HENsHAW: And you made the
most of it.

MR. FOULKES: Ilam referring tothe
remarks made by the Premier witb regard
to the attacks made on Australia. I am
not arguing as to whether it was right to
keep out these men, but I am trying to
show the effect the step had upon public
opinion in other parts of the world. The
people in Great Britain and Ireland have,
if anything, Imperial instincts, and at all
times they are proud of their colonies. I
can assure members that the people of
those countries felt it a severe blow when
they realised that Dritishers, men from
England, Ireland, and Scotland, were not
allowed to land in Australia. They could
never understand the reason for that
attitude on the part of the Australian
people. [MR. M OR AN~: It was mis-
representation.3 Never mind; that is the
position of affairs. Britisbers at home
say: "1Here we are practically protecting
Australia,. We are paying for the
defence of Australia. Our ships and
our men-of-war and our sailors are
keeping Australia intact." If it were
not for that fleet the British flag would not
hangover this buildingto-day. We should
find some foreign power taking possession
of the State within a few weeks.

MR. HENsHAw: In England they are
passing an Aliens Bill now.

Mu. FOULKES: I have said the hon.
member speaks at all times with a certain
amount of caution. I am afraid he is
departing from that now. Great Britain
is making great sacrifices. I can assure
this House that the people of Great
Britain and Ireland are making great

sacrifices for the protection of the Empire.
Every mau, woman, and child pays 30s.
per head to the cost of protecting the
Empire; and they say "1Here are the rich,
prosperous workers of Australia earning

tSs. per day, when the workers of Great
Britain are only earning s. per day;i and
they refuse to pay an adequate amount to
the costof their protection." [Mn. MoRAm:
"Hurroo for the Empire!"] That being
the case, one can understand there is a
certain amount of bitterness and disap-
p ointment with regard to the attitude Aus-
tralia, has adopted to the mother country.

MR. NELSON: We are paying our share
according to the population, if you include
India.

MR. FOULKES: We do not pay our
share, and no one knows it better than the
hon. member. Another fact that im-
presses the British publicis that, while they
are practically paying for the protection of
Australia, there are a certain number of
people here agitating to make a change in
regard to the appointment of Governors.
The people of Great Britain look upon the
Governors as being the representatives of
Great Britain and Ireland in the colonies,
and naturally they are indignant when
they see that the Australian people
are prepared to receive the charitable
protection-because after all it is nothing
e lse-of Great Britan and Ireland, while
they refuse to allow the Government of
Great Britain to continue to make the ap-
pointments of Governors to these colonies.
I thought it my duty' to mention this
fact owing to the complaint of the
Premier about libels and slanders passed
on the attitude of Australia. I feel it my
duty to mention what I conscientiously
believe to be the reason why Australia is
not favorably regarded abroad. There are
other countries beside Great Britain and
Ireland where the attitude of Australia is
not looked on with particular favour. With

i regard to the acts of administration-I
am sorry the member for Kalgoorlie is
not here, for I would like him to hear my
criticism with regard to the attitude he
took up in reference to the pipe-making at
Fremantie-on the 5th January, the then
Minister for Works (Hon. W. D. John-
son) made astatementinwhich he justified

I the action of the Government on the pro-
Iposal to manufacture pipes, as the Gov-
ernment desired to be in possession of a
guarantee as to whether private enterprise
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was dealing justly with the State or not.
Tenders had been called for the construc-
tion of pipes, and the Government did
not consider the tenders were for reason-
able amounts. That was why he thought
it necessary that the Government should
start to manufacture these pipes. The
question of making the pipes in itself is a
matter of little importance, because not a
large number of pipes were required; but
I complain that the Government should
think it necessary to enter into competi-
tion with private manufacturers resident
in the State. Owing to the change in the
federal tariff and also that we have to
remodel our tariff under the sliding scale,
we shall find the manufacturers in this
-State suffering severely in competition
with the manufacturers of other States.
Already we have had signs of it.
Some of the leading manufacturers in
Perth have found it necessary to close
down their works on account of the corn.
petition with the other States.

Tn MINISTER FOR MINES AND RAIL-
WAYS: In What lineP

Mu. FOULKES: I refer to Metters &
Co. The managing director here told me
that he found the wages lower in the other
States, and that he could manufacture at
less expense there than in this country;
therefore it was found necessary to start
works in the otter States. I am anxious
to see that our local manufacturers are
encouraged to continue here. We do not
want them removed to the other States.
We want to find work for the workers
here; but if the local manufacturers here
have to compete against the manufac-
turers of the other States, who pay much
less wages than are paid here, and if on
the top of that the manufacturers have
to compete against the Government, we
will find it impossible for the manufac-
turers to continue here. -1 consider the
Minister for Works at the time (Mr.
Johnson) made a mistake in starting that
particular industry of pipe-making. Tt
will cause distrust and prevent people
who desire to start manufactories here
from starting, because they will never be
free from. the doubt and fear of having
the Government of the day against them.

MR. HENsHAW: They are building
pipe factories in the State now.

ME. FOULKES: Those pipe factories
will close down in a shorttime, if they
find the Government competing against

them. ILam going to deal now with a
matter that the Premier himself stated
last session was a question of most vital
importance to the country: I refer to the
immigration question. 'On the Loan
Estimates last year the sum of £10,000
was placed for immigration purposes.
On November 29th the Premier stated
that immigration was a question that
had been talked of' for years past in the
State, and that during hiis short term of
office it had been talked of to some
extent. It was of vital interest to the
State, but up to the present nothing
had been done except talk. After that
the Premier stated that be was pre-
pared to endeavour to submit to the
Rlouse, or confer with other members in
the House to see if some adequate
scheme could be adopted for the pur-
pose of initiating the work without
delay. It would be well if they could
get some temporary scheme, and that
when Parliament niet again they could
adopt a scheme of a permanent character.
That statement by the Premier was
received with the warm approval of all
parties in the House. Afterwards, when
the Loan Bill came forward on 21st
December, the Premier made a fresh
statement. He said he had communi-
cated with the Agent General, and had
stated in the cable that he was anxious
to arrange during the present session
(that was last session) for the introduc-
tion of agricultural settlers, and asked
for any suggestion from Mr. James, who
replied that efforts should be limited to
advertising and the delivery of lectures
for a period of 12 mouths. The Agent
General had asked for £1,500, and the
Premier-I give him credit for this-
sent X2,000. After saying that he had
sent the Agent General £2,000, the

*Premier stated that possibly when the
Agent General entered on his work of
lecturing and advertising it might be
found that it was nceessary to somewhat
exceed the sum stated ; therefore he had
allowed for the possibility by sending
£22,00u. Then the Premier went on to
say that he thought we could with
advantage spend the money he estimated.
X 8,000 (the balance of the i£10,000), in
employing additional lecturers with
lantern slides in the Eastern States. It
Was relying on this statement that the
member for Katanning, the member for
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West Perth, and myself, who had urged
the Premier to take up this immigration
scheme, were satisfied with the sum of
£10,000 being placed on the Loan Esti-
mates. I need hardly remind the House
that at the time there was some doubt as
to whether the Independent party would
continue to support the Government, and
I thinktheircontinuedsupportwas secured
by this promised immigration scheme,
and that it was owing to the influence of
the member for West Perth that the sum
of £10,000 was placed on the Estimates.
Afterwards, when the Loan Bill went
to another place anti was discussed there,
one of the members ask-ed the Minister
for Lands what were the intentions of
the Government with regard to the
£210,000 ; and Mr. Drew, the then
Minister for Lands, replied that it was
the intention of the Government to
send lecturers to England and the Eastern
States. Therefore the position was this,
that at the end of last session the
Government announced that they in-
tended devoting a large sum of money in
sending lecturers to Great Britain and
the Eastern States. A change came over
the scene during the recess, I do not
know the reason; but we find no action
was taken with regard to immigration
by the Government except that they
appointed an Immigration Commission
to report on the best steps to be taken
with regard to immigration. Apart from
that, no action was taken by the Govern-
ment. A distinct pledge was given to
the member for West Perth and the
member for Katanning, and to the
House, that the Government would send
lecturers to Great Britain and Ireland,
also to the Eastern States. I am in a
position to inform the House that not an
additional lecturer was sent to the Eastern
States or to Great Britain and Ireland;
and except for the appointment of the
Immigration Commission, the question
has been completely btirbed by the
Government. I believe they are not sin-
cere on this question. I say advisedly I do
not believe they are sincere in regard to the
immigration policy. I believe there are
other influences behind them which have
made them cease from troubling about
the immigration policy. Last session we
had a most distinct statement by the
Premier that he would send lecturers to
the Eastern States and to England; yet

now, to show the House how little interest
has been taken in the subject in the
Eastern States, I may mention that when
Mr. Wilbur was lecturing in one of the
States, owing to some complaint about
salary no lecture was given in the Eastern
States for two months. No additional
lecturer was sent over, although Mr.
Wilbur has stated in his report that
there is a splendid field for operations in
the Eastern States, and that he believed
he could get men there who were experi-
enced in farming to come to this country.

MR. MORAN: Put the million and a
half for the Midland Railway into im-
migration, it would be better.

MR. FOUTLKES: Instead of that, the
Government have not kept their promise
in regard to this question. The Premier
stated that this was a question of vital
importance to the State. He said that
up to that time speeches had been made,
and there bad been nothing else but talk.
I am now obliged to say that I cannot
believe in the sincerity of the Premier as
to the immigration policy. I believe
that it is a case of nothing else,
as he has said, but talk. When in
England a few months ago I saw what a
splendid field of operations there was,
and the opportunity there was to get
agric-ulturists to come and settle in this
country. During the last ten years
there has been a great deal of agricul-
ttiral depression in the old country.

MR. MORAN:± Would they come to this
much-abused Australia ?

MR. FOULKES: There has been a
very severe depression amongst agricul-
turists, and I ami sorry to say that the
time has arrived when hundreds of
them are obliged to leave the mother
country and seek for other pastures.
Canada spares no effort, no pains to set
forth the advantages it offers the British
agriculturists. Only this morning I read
in the cables that no less than 1,000 people
a&week are entering Canada. There is no
reason whatever why we should not get a
large steady stream of im migrants to this
State, if we only take reasonable steps to
point out the advantages of this country.
A member of the Immigration Com-
mission Maid faint-heartedly that we
cannot compare with Canada. How does
he know P He does not know anything
about Canada. He may know a little
about the operations of this Agricultural
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Commission, but he has not travelled and
does not know the experiences of the
agriculturists in any other country. I
know from my own knowledge th~at in
Denmark, Sweden, and Germany there
are thousands of agriculturists who are
dissatisfied with their lot in those coun-
tries. All -we have to do is to let these
people know something about the con-
dition of affairs in this country, and I
believe we should be able to induce them
to come and settle here. I took the
trouble a short time ago to make in-
quiries in regard to the steps Canada was;
taking to set forth the state of affairs and
inform the British agriculturists in
relation to the position in Canada. I
found that they had no less than seven
different offices established in Great
Britain and Ireland. In London they
had an office with a staff of sixteen clerlks.
This staff consisted of men many of whom
had been farmingin Oanada,and theywere
delivering lectures in London itself with
regard to agriculture, and giving full
information, so that the people in
London-and London has a population
of something like five millions-should
be fully acquainted with Canada. I
found that in Birmingham another office
has been established for the purpose of
giving full information to the people
living in the Mfidlands. In Liverpool
also they had an office, another in
Glasgow, and another in Cardiff. They
spend no less than £230,000 a year in
running these various offies, with a view
of giving full information to the agricul-
turists in Great Britain; and the result
has been that the Treasury in Canada is
overflowing. It overflowed so that they
found they could afford to raise the
salaries of inemnbers. This should appeal
to some members who are anxious to
have their salaries increased. A good deal
hane been said with regard to the Midland
Railway. 'The time has not arrived for
us to discuss that particular subject.
Many members have rushed into the
discussion and given their verdict as to
whetber this railway should be purchased
or not. I prefer to postpone my decision
until I see the valuations of the land made
by Mr. Paterson and the Surveyor
General. In regard to the amendment
of the member for West Perth, as to two
paragraphs in that amendment we are
heartily with him in relation to the

immigration policy. I know this House
is indebted very much to the attitude he
took up as to that immigration policy.

Mn. 'MORAx: The member for Katan-
ning has gone back on me.

MR. FOULKES: The member for
Katanning at all times supported the
member for West Perth with regard to
tbis immigration policy.

MR. MORAN: He did uot do so the
other evening.

Mn. FOULKES: I do not propose
taking up the time of the House any
longer, and all I wish to gay now is that
I hope the vote with regard to this
amendment and the sub-amendment will
be taken as soon as possible. I do
not believe that anything said in this
Chamber will have the effect of changing
a single vote in this House, and there-
fore the sooner this vote is taken
the better. T myself have every con-
fidence with regard to the result. The
present Government have bad every fair
play, at the bands of the members who
have sat on this side of the House. I for
one have realised the great difficulties
they have bad to contend with. Owing
to their various avocatious in their past
lives many of them have not had the
same opportunities which other members
have had of managing large business
concerns. But I give them credit for
being honestly desirous of doing their
best for the country. Let tis agree to
differ as to what we consider to be the
best steps fur this country. My chief
complaint against them is that the.y have
set themselves tip too much as being the
political saviours of society. I would

i like members of the Labour party to
read frequently-let them read it over
the first thing every da y-the speech
made by IMr. Johnson, the present
Minister for Mines, in which lie advises
his people toi learn to be broad-minded.
[Interjection.' That is not trimming at

1all ; that is the policy which suits all
classes in this country. That is the
policy we want. We people on this side
have learned that lesson : we wish to do

juset all classes of the community.
'We haveono policy like preference to one
class, and limiting that preference to a
particular class. We want to have justice
done to all classes of the comnmunity;
and the best advice I can give those
young members who come red-hot f romt
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this Agricultural Commission and who
thought that because they have sat
humbly at the feet of the member for
Beverley- [Interjection] -1 have no
doubt that the member for Ivanhoe did
learn a great deal from the member for
Beverley. I believe that if many
members of the Labour party had an
opportunity of sitting frequently on these
commissions with the member for Beverley
they would learn far more of the state of
affairs in this country than they know at
present. I am sorry I have been led
away from what I was saying just
now. It is that I very much admire the
speech which Mr. Johnson made to his
party, exhorting them to be broad-
minded. I have no doubt that he, like
myself, is beginning to feel that the
members of his party are not so broad.
minded as they bold themselves out to
be. I am quite satisfied that he is
beginning to feel that the shoe is com-
mencing to pinch. I remember that the
Premier in the first speech he made after
taking office complained of the tyrannical
action of an employer in this State-I
am referring to M~r. M. C. Davies. I
begin to feel some sympathy for the Pre-
mier myself. The hon. gentleman is now
beginning to kinow what a tyrannical em-
ployer is. He has tyrannical employers
behind him; and therefore I have every
sympathy for him in the false positioni
he has got into. [Interjection by MS.
A. J. WILSON.] I recommend the mem-
bers of this House to have a change of
masters. Let them put this side of the
House in power and sit at their feet. In
that way, the member for Hannans said
a short time ago, they would learn tr-ue
wisdom. The true wisdoma for a poli-
tician in this State is to be as broad-
minded as possible and not limit rights
to any one particular class of the com-
munity.

HoN. W. C. ANOWIN (Honorary
Minister): This is the first time I have
ever had an opportunit 'y of speaking to a
motion of no-confidence in the Govern-
ment. When I heard that the member
for Guildford (Mr. Rason) intended to
move an amendment, I as Ma new member
was anxious to know on what grounds he
would base the indictment he wished to
level against the Government. I verycarefully listened to him in stating his
indictment against the Government, and

I must come to the conclusion that the
hardest job the member for Guildford
ever had was to deliver the speech which
he gave at the time he brought the
charges. I must say here that I differ
somewhat from some of my colleagues
in regard to the manner in which
that indictment was delivered, or rather
in regard to some questions which were
struck out. I agree with the member
for West Perth (Mr. Morsin), and
I interjected at the time, that the
Midland Railway is a proposal which
should have been considered on a motion
of want of confidence. It is very unfair
for any members, no matter what side
they belong to. to pick out all the beet
acts of the Government and put in all the
bad ones. I maintain that in doing that,
members are not dealing with the question
in a fair and square manner. The ques-
tion of the Midland Railway is one
which I think the leader of the Oppo-
sition could very well have expressed an
opinion on. It is the largest question
before bon. members for the time being;
and the lion, member should have ex-
pressed an opinion upon it, either by
approving or otherwise the action of the
Government in bringing this subject be-
fore Parlisanent.

MR. RASON: What did your leader
ask meF

HON. W. C. ANGWIN: As far as my
leader is concerned I know nothing what-
ever about what he asked the hon. mnem-
ber to do. I am expressing my personal
opinion at the present time. [MEMBER:
Another rebel!] I want to Say that this
question will require the close attention
of every member in the House. It will
be necessary for every member to deal
very carefully with the reports which will
no doubt at some future date be laid on
the table for the consideration of mem-
bers. If the Government did not keep
the promises which were made to the
members on my right in regard to the
purchase of this railway, those members
would have been the ones to condemn
the Government for not acting in accord-
ance with the agreement come to. Mem-
bers heard last night from the member
for Dundas (Mr. Thomas) that one of the
conditions for the support of the Inde-
pendents was the purchase of the Midland

Rilway on equitable terms. I do not
know whether every member present has
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looked into the question. I do not know
whether all members have seen the relports
of the various officers who were appointed
to go over this Midland property. If
they have, then I say that no member can
say in this House that the Government is
comnaited to the purchase of the Midland
Railway on any but equitable terms.
But I wish also to earv that if the
Government had refused to submit this
matter to members for consideration, the
Government would have deserved greater
condemnation than they have received at
the bands of the membesrs for Guildford
(Mr. Itason) Sad West Perth (Mr.
Moran). [MR. RisoN : Are you sup-
porting the purchase ?] You will see
that when the proposal comes before the
House. I wish also to look at the prin-
cipal charge levelled at the Premier by
the leader of the Opposition, that Par.
liamentary authorisations were exceeded
in respect of the last loan raised in
London. Some members not only accused
the Premier of doing wrong in this
matter, but when they found the charge
was frivolous they turned round and
said some harm might have resulted
which did not result at all. It must be
borne in mind that the Premier and
Treasurer, even if he di-] exceed the
authorisation, only lent himself money
from the Savings Bank, and immediately
he raised another loan paid himself back.

MRt. FRANKc WILSON: Suppose the
money had not been available to pay
back P

HoN. W. C. ANOWIN: The Premier
stated that from the time of raising the
loan to the time of cancelling the stock
was a matter 0 f seven or eight days.
A member then interjected that it
might have been seven or eight years.
I admit it might have been. But
surely the hon. member will not
condemn any person for what might
have happened and 'did not happen. It
was clearly shown that the action of the
Premier in raising that Joan was in the
best interests of the ! tate, that it w'as
necessary to put the funds of the Savings
Bank on a proper basis; and that the
Premier had done nothing but what he
was authorised to do. Another charge
has been laid against the Government
because of the large number of public
works they intend to carry out. I for
one should have been pleased to see the

number of works increased rather than
decreased. I have every confidence in
this State; and no matter what Govern-
ment is in power, whether a Labour
Government or one composed of mnem-
bers now I .n Opposition, the Government
will be compelled to pursue a policy of
progress, and to construct the Various
public works mentioned in the Governor's
Speech. [Mn. RASON: We shall tell
you where thermoney is coming from.]
I wish to say that I have gone care-
fully through the various Governors'
Speeches made at all the openings of
Parliament in this State; and I can find
only one in which any statement was
madle as3 to the cost of works, and none
in which any statement was made as to
where the money wag comning from. Tbe
one exception. to my first statement was
the Speech in which Sir John Forrest
made his statement regarding the Gold-
fields Water Scheme. He mentioned
what the cost was likely to be. [Amx.
RAsoN : There were speeches outside the
House.] I refer to Governors' Speeches,
not to what may have been said after-
wards. The leader of the Opposition
complains that the Government did not
say where the money was comning from.
I should like to ask the hon. member :
did his Government, when he brought in
Bills for the construction of the Jandakot
Railway and the Collie-Narrogin Rail-
way, state where the money was coming
from ? [Mu. RASON: Yes: out of
revenue.] I can only say that if the Gov-
ernment then Stated the money was coming
out of revenue, the statement was made
with a view to mislead the people of this
country. But immediately this Govern.
juent took control, it soon found the
money to carry on the works proposed by
my friends in Opposition. A mem-
ber says Parliament passed the money. I
admit that;i and I hope the time is far
distant when any Government will carr"
out any works without the consent of
Parliament. If the present Government
has to relinquish office, the Opposition
will find that they when in power will be
a little better off than the present
Government when it took control. I
wish to refer to one or two matters men-
tioned last night by the member for
Mount Margaret (1r. Ta ' lor). If 1
mistake not, the hon. member tried his
best to put on the shoulders of others the
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blame for every action ofj* his not approved
by the general public. First, lie stated
that lie was not responsible for prohibit-
ing Sunday concerts on the goldfields,
and that he was not responsible for pro-
hibiting charges for admission to Sunday
football matches. In the latter statement
the hon. member was perfectly correct.
But why was he not responsible? A few
months ago an outcry was raised in the
country because the hon. member, then
Colonial Secretary, gave permission to
perform certain3 jlays in Kalgoorlie on
Sunday. LImediatelv the outcry was
beard the Colonial Secretary went to the
other extreme, and said he would not
give permission for any Sunday pl!ays or
any Sunday concerts. When the matter
was brought before the House by the
member for Boulder (Mr. Hopkins), the
Colonial Secretary said that permission
had been requested to) hold a concert by
the Boulder baud, a charge to be made
for admission. Until that time, the
Colonial Secretary had acted properly.
He had to administer the Act dealing
with Sunday amusements; and I main-
tain he was right in acting on
his own responsibility. The Colonial
Secretary said at that time: "There
was no desire on my part to pre-
vent the bands from playing, or from
taking up collections. The application
was for permission to make a charge;
and I naturally thought that meant an
ordinary charge at the gates." But we
find, on looking through the files, that
the wire received by the Minister read as
follows:

Would you kindly grant permission to
Boulder City Band holding Sunday evening
concerts at Boulder, with collection P Reply
paid.
Personally, this means a slight loss to
me, because I put every confidence in the
truthfulness of the statement made in
this House by the Colonial Secretary;
and had his statement been correct, I
should be better off by a new hat than I
am now. I took the stand that the
Minister's statement was perfectly cor-
rect. I find, after an examination which
I admit I made for the purpose of getting
a new hat, that the statement was entirely
incorrect. This wire was received on the
5th November last, asking for permission
to hold a concert and to take a collection;
and a reply was sent on the same day:

" Permission cannot be granted hold Sun-
day converts except tor charitable pur-
poses." The matter was the subject of much
discussion on the goldfields, the people
being naturally annoyed at the action
taken. Then,' when *the question of
Sunday football arose, the Mlinister who
last night had so much to say as to the
need for backbone in a Colonial Secre-
tan, found that his own backbone failed
him, and he referred to the Cabinet the
question of charges or no charges. Al-
though I have no right to dictate to any
Minister what he should do in office, I
claim that immediately the matter was laid
before Oabinet, I hadi a voice in deciding
whether such charges should be made.
Cabinet decided that they should not;
and I consider that the right action was
taken. We heard another condemnation
of the Government in respect of the pro-
posed purchase of the Midland Railway.
It is unnecessary for me to dwell on that.
We are told that certain information was
withheld from certain Ministers ; that
some Ministers were not acquainted with
anything that took. place regarding tbe
purchase. But if we turn to ilanard for
the 20th September of last year, we
shall find that Mr. Carson asked the
Premier-

Have the Govern ent any intention of
approaching the Midland Railway Company
with reference to the purchase of the com-
pany's railway and land concessionP If so,
vhon P-The Premier replied: The matter is
under consideration.

I say, that was quite sufficient to notify
every member of the House that the
matter of purchasing the railway was
under consideration when that qu~estion
was answered.

At 6830, the SPEAKER left the Chair.
At 7-30, Chair resumed.

How. W. C. ANGWIN (continuing):
Before the adjournment I was dealing
with the question of the Midland Railway,
and I quoted from Hansard to show that
not only were members of the Ministry
aware of everything that had taken place
in regard to the Midland Railway, hut
that every member in the House was
acquainted with the fact that the matter
was under eonsideration. The statement
has been made in this House that no
member of the Ministry except the
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Premier was aware that there was an
offer of one and a-quarter millions for
the purchase of that railway. Speaking
for myself. I knew perfectly well of that
offer being made, and I am aware that
some other members of the Ministryv
knew of the offer. No doubt the member
for Mount Margaret in making this state-
ment may have been sincere, but there is
a possibility that at the time the matter
was brought forward he was absent from
Cabinet. The member forMountMargaret
dealt a great deal with the new regula-
tions he brought in regarding the charges
for shipping at the port of Frenmantle,
leading the House to believe that he was
the man who framed the regulations and
made this great improvement in the
shipping charges; but why did not the
hon. member give the honour to whom
the honour was due-the chairman of
the Harbour Trust?

MR. TAYLOR: I said that last night.
How. W. 0. ANGWIN: No; you did

not. Is it not possible that because of
some of the criticism levelled during last
Parliament by members of this House
detrimental to Captain Laurie, his name
was kept out in regard to these shipping
regulations, which are, as the Colonial
Secretary stated, for the advantage of the
State?

MR. SPEAKER: I do not think the
hon. member is right in attributing
motives.

MR. TAYLOR (in explanation): I
should like to point out that I made it
perfectly clear that the chairman of the
Harbour Trust and the Chief Harbour-
master, who were at the head of these
departments; had laid the matter before
me. If I failed to make tbat clear, I
hope I have done so to-night. I went
farther and thanked those officers who
were under me for the valuable services
they rendered to me during the rearrang-
ing of those port charges. The hon.
member has no right to misrepresent
me.

How. W. C. ANOWIN: I accept the
hon. member's explanation. When the
member for Menzies was speaking, and
also the member for Claremont, they
spoke very strongly in regard to the
manufac~ture of pipes at Fremantle. [MR.
GREGoRY: I did not.] The member for
Alenzies complained that the Government
proceeded with this manufacture of pipes

without first appointing a Royal Com-
mission, or committee or board of inquiry.

MR. GREGORY (in explanation):
Nothing of the sort. I complained that
the Government did not keep a promise
made to the House to appoint a Royal
Commission according to a resolution
passed in this House on the 24th Decemn-
ber last.

How. W. C. ANGWWN: It was a
Imatter of impossibility to appoint any
commission to make inquiries into the
manufaeture of pipes in this State until
some pipes had been first manufactured.

ME. GEGOoRY: Then the Government
ought not to have made the promise.

How. W. C. ANG WIN: The member
ifor Claremont said that the fact of the
Government commencing the manufac-

Itine of pipes was driving out of this
State a number of those whom we should
welcome into it to open up various manu-
factoring industries. I have a return
here which shows very clearly the prices
paid for pipes during the past three
years, and also what it is costing the
Government for the manufacture of pipes
at Fremantle. The contract prices for
6-inch pipes for the past three years
respectively have been: £10 9s. 10d.,
£9 s. 5d., and £9 5s. Similarly the
prices for 5-inch pipes have been
£10 9s. 5d., and £9 10s. 5d.; those for
4-inch pipes.£10 19s. li12d, £9 10S. IId.,
and £210 149. 5d.; while for 8-inch
pipes the prices have been £10 19s. 7d.,
£9 10s. 4d., and £10 5s. 101,d. The
cost of testing these pipes had to be
added to the price paid per ton during
the past three years. These are the pipes
used by the General Water Supply De-
partment in the metropolitan area. Now
we find in the Coolgardie Water Scheme
that the lowest price paid for Similar
pipes under contract was £9 per ton, or
£29 Is. 9d. per ton when we add the cost
of supervision. This statement has been
prepared by an officer of the department;
and we find that the cost of pipes by
departmental work is now £8 Ba. per ton,
inclusive of testing and other charges.

Ma. GREGOR: What allowance do
you make for scrap-ironP

THE MINISTER FOR MINES : All
charges are in.

How. W. C. ANGWIN: All the iron
used in the manufacture of pipes has
been chjarged up.
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M&. RAsoNi And wlhat do you allow
for plant and depreciation of plantP
Nothing.

HoN. W. C. ANGWIhT: I am very
sorry I did not bring the return dealing
with the total charges, and I think the
member for Guildford will be very much
surprised if he sees what is charged for
depreciation.

Mn. BARON:- Will You let me see the
return ?

HON. W. C, ANGWIN: I am not in
charge of the department, but if I were
I would willingly let the hon. member see
the charges.

MR. RAsON: All right; I shall move
for them to-morrow.

HON. W, 0. ANGWTN: I think this
proves conclusively - [MR. GREGORY:
'No; it does not]-so far as the depart-
mental manufacture -of pipes is con-
cerned, that it has been to the advantage
of the State. In regard to the remarks
made by the Minister for Mines that bhe
had already proved that the action taken
b7 the Government at that time was a,
right step to take, which remarks have
been referred to by the member for Clare-
mont, I think every person is aware that
the last contract let for the manufacture
of pipes in this State, after the Govern-
muent started to manufacture and re-
moved the monopoly which existed in
regard to the manufacture of pipes, was
cheaper than the price has ever been since
the State has been purchasing pipes. In
addition to that, I may say that a very
large factory has been erected at Subiaco;
and no doubt in the future, with the
healthy competition through the action
of the Government in starting the msnu-
facture or pipes, _these pipes will be
supplied at a far-reduced rate. The
member for Claremont also dealt very
strongly with the insincerity displayed by
members on this bench in regard to
immigration. I amn very much surprised
that a gentleman who has spent such a
period of years in this House, and who
has taken such an interest in this immi-
gration scheme, did not take some action
previously to see that the State was
advertised in Great Britain more than it
has been in the past. A few weeks ago
most of us read an interview with Mr.
Lefroy, reported in the West Australian,
when that gentleman returned to the
$tate. Mr. Lefroy stated clearly the

I manner in which he had been handicapped
while carrying out the important office
of Agent General in England. In Fre-
mautle, previous to the last election, I
condemned Mr. Lefroy for the apathy he
displayed in controlling the London
Agency of this State. Knowing the
action taken in regard to advertising the
State in England from personal observa-
tions, and knowing the apathy displayed
to every person who wanted information
with regard to Western Australi, I con-
sidered that Mr. Lefroy was the man to
be blamed, and nobody else; but we
since find that the blame should not be
cast on his shoulders, but on those who
should be representing this State in
Western Australia. Is it not a fact that
Mr. Lefroy in one year spent about.£900
in advertising this State, and was told by
the Government in power that be was
spending too much money, and that he
must curtail his expenses? In view of
the apathy shown in the past by the
Government in control of the affairs of
this State, and in view of their clip-
ping the wings of a man who spent £900
in advertising, and seeing that the
Government was then supported by the
me mber for Claremont, I think that hon.
member should be the last to com-
plain of a Government that is willing
to spend £2,000 in six months.
He put the matter very clearly when he
stated that Mr. James requested some-
thing like £1,800 and the Premier sent
£2,000. The hon. member complimented
the Premier on this action. Seeing that
£900 was too much in the past, it seems
that £2,000 is a big advancement, and
shows that the Government is sincere
in advertising the State. If the member
for Perth were as genuine in his desire
to see the right class of immigrants
coming into this State as I am, it would
be better for the State. Every endeavour
should be made to get immigrants to
settle on the land, and every endeavour
should be made to stop those immigrants
we do not desire.

MR. H. Baowii:. Does that apply to the
Scandinavians sent outP

How. W. C. ANGWIN: The member
for Katauning (Hon. F. H. Piesse) stated
he was opposed to the Government on
account of its policy; and I believe the
hon. member made a truthful statement.
But the member for Katanning objected
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to the construction of a floating dock at
Fremantle. Some of the members on the
Government side of the Rouse also object
very strongly to the construction of a
floating dock at bFremantle. But I trust
that not only they but the members
for Fremantle will look at the matter
from a common-sense point of view.
During the past few years a large
sum of money has been expended in
making investigations and inquiries as to
whether it would be wise to construct
a dlock at Fremantle; and I may' say that
almost as much money has been wasted
in that way as would meet the cost of
constructing a floating dlock. I n 1895
or 1896 Mr. Napier Bell reported on a
dock for Fremantle, at a cost of £1500 or
X600. That report was thrown on one
side. From time to time reports have
been made and a number of engineers
have dealt with the question of a dock
for Fremantle. Eventitly we find that
the Government took into consideration
the construction of a floating dock. The
advisability of constructing a floating
dock was first considered by the late
Mr. O'Connor, who made inquiiies and
found that it wouldI not be desirable
to construct such a dock. Since then the
improvements in floating docks have been
such that Mr. O'Connor himself was
favourable to a floating dock being built.
We have to look carefully into the matter
to see if the State can at the present
time, or for a number of years ahead,
afford to spend one million pounds or a
million and a-half to provide proper
docking accommodation at Fremntle.
[MR. BOLTON: That is absurd.] The
member for North Fremantle says it is
absurd. Mr. Keele, from New South
Wales, stated that to construct a dock at
Rocky Bay would cost between £450,000
and £500,000; it would be found neces-
sary to dredge the river to Rocky Bay at
a cost of £200,000, and there would have
to be alterations totherailway costing close
on another £200,000. Those figures are
only approximate, but in all probability'
it would take nearer £1,000,000 than
£900,000; it all depends on where the
dock is constructed. No engineer so far
has been able to give anything but an
approximate estimate of the cost of such
a dock as that recommended by Mr.
Keele. I bavb seen the plan, report, and
specifivations for a new dock and im-

provements to the harbour at Fremantle,
and the cost is estimated at £1,500,000.
Seeing that a floating dock can be con-
structed atFremnantle almost immediately,
and seeing that such a dock will meet all
requirements for a long period of years,
it is advisable and in the interests of the
State that such a dock should be con-
structed, for we are not likely to get for
some years to come aL concrete graving
dock built.

Ila. BOLTON: Would you not recom-
mend spending the money ga a decent
bridge in place of the structures in exist-
ence now?

BON. W. 0. ANGWIN: Let me tell
the hon. member that when a new bridge
is constructed across the river at Fre-
mantle it will be farther up the river
than my friend wishes.

MR. B3oLTON: I do not think so.
HON. W. C. ANGWIN: We have

heard agreat deal about the deplorable
administration of the Government; but
we hear very little of the state the de-
partments were in when the Government
took office. I believe the present Ministers
have done their best during the past
six or eight months to remove the de-
plorable administration that they had
to follow. We have heard a good deal
about the management of the Lands
Department, and about the action taken
to settle people on the lana ; yet we
have heard very little about the large
amount of money that has been paid in
granting free passes to people to enable
them to take up land which they have
never taken up. We have heard very
little about the money paid to land guides
for showing people the land that was
available. Those guides in some instances
have taken men front the corners of
hotels and driven them about for days,
So, as to be able to make a charge on
the Lands Department. The cost to the
State for these matters alone ran into
thousands of pounds; but 1 am pleased
to say that immediately Mr. Drew went
into the Lands Office he stopped such
wasteful expenditure. Perhaps it will be
only necessary for me to refer to a few
extracts from the various reports and
papers about the various departments to
prove that. the administration previously
to the present Government taking office
was in a deplorable condition. MAfv
reason for doing so is that the member
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for Boulder said he intended to cast his
vote to put an end to such deplorable
administration that at present exists. I
will first read an extract from a report as
to the Agricultural Department dated
October 7th, 1904. It says-.

The last audit was made to 30th June, 1902;
the present audit is from the 30th June, 1903;
the intervening 12 months is, therefore, not
audited.
I may state that the Labour Government
w.s not in office at that time. The
report also says.

It will most probably be found by careful
comparison of accounts that Borne items in the
vouchers scheduled have been twice paid by
the department, and the vouchers duly re-
ceipted in both instances. As no re~gister .of
accounts passed for payment or check register
of any description has been kept, the various
statements going back to 7th January, 1903,
purporting to show the advance account with
the Treasury, are not only incorrect but mis-
leading. They have apparently been made up
so as to balance, and in themselves, with,ut
being audited, they are not worth the paper
they are writtLen On.

Ma.RIAsoN: That sounds quite modern.
HON. W. 0. ANOWIN: We find that

the leader of the Opposition dwelt very
strongly on the actions of the Treasurer;
hut what does the auditor sky in regard
to that depatment:-

I have had great diffictilty in getting the
vouchers prior to NMny, 1903, from the Treasury.
The room in which they were stored was in a
state of chaos.

MIR. GREGORY: Where does this come
from ?

Hou. W. 0. ANIOWIN: The report is
dated October 7th, 1904. Does the
member for Menzies doubt this report?
It will be to the advanutage of members if
they were to move that the papers be laid
on the table. In commenting on the
methods aopted with regard to the Agri-
cultu!ral Journal, the auditor states:-

It is useless to waste time to examine in the
present state. Only add that in quite a niumber
of instances no posting folios are shown at all.
Dealing with the debtors' ledgers the
auditor states-.

The posting folios are conspicuous by their
absence. I can only confirm may remarks.
This book is supposed to, but does not, show
how the various personal accounts stand.

AIR. GREGORY: On a point of order,
I believe it has. been held that no Minister
can quote from State papers unless he is
prepared to place those papers on the

table of the House. We are supposed to
be getting extracts from documents, but
no member is able to check the state-
ments. I believe it is a rule that if a
M1inister desires to quote from a State

pape1r, it is his duty to lay that paper on
th table immediately.

MR. SPEAKER: Will the hon. mem-
ber quote the Standing Order on which
he relies?

Mn. Oxuoary: I am. quoting from
May in regard to that.

AIR. SPEAKER: I am not aware of
any such custom.

HoN. W. C. ANGWIN: I have no
wish to a rgue the matter. The papers
will be laid upon the table of the House.
In regard to the Refrigerating Works, the
Auditor General, in commenting on thae
details, stated: -

It would appear therefrom that the account-
ant of the department has no system, and in
fact knows very little of what is going on in
his branch. This appears to me most serious.
It will he noticed that the cash-bock has been
destroyed. This is most irregular. Receipt-
hooks were ordered by the manager, but not
obtained through the head office. There is
apparently no method of showing periodically
the financial results.

Ia regard to the experimental farms I
think I need only refer members to the
Auditor General's report, page 188, and.
they will see there how the various
experimental farms have been managed.
They will see that no stock has been
taken, and that it was impossible to state
what number of live-stock was on the
farms on 30th June. Members will also
see that no account whatever has been
taken of the sheep killed for use on the
Government farm or for any other
purpose.

MR. CozNNOR: Is that a matter of
policy ?

HoNq. W. C. AN GWIN: -It ought to be
customary, in working experiments, to
prove or show the cost of those experi-
mnents; but no account has ever been
kept, and thereby it has been a matter of
im possibility to show the members or any
other person what the cost of the various
experiments carried out has been. In
dh-aling with the head office of the Agri-
cultural Department, I am going to read
something which is a- little different from
the Auditor General's report. The
Auditor General in his report said that
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the office was in a state of chaos. Here
is another statement:-

The report is lengthy, ad the inspector has
evidently spared himself no trouble in order
to make a thorough investigation. It is
clearly disclosed that the working of the
accounts in the head office is in a disgraceful
state.

This was the position as far as the
Agricultural Departmett was concerned
when the Minister for Agriculture took
over the reins of office. But the mnember
for West Perth the other evening stated
that this Government has carried out no
reforms. I am very pleased to say that
the Minister then in office took immediate
steps to remedy the condition in which he
found the office, and had a thorough and
proper accountant* in charge of that
office. The member for Bunbury (Mr.
N. J. Moore) the other evening referred
to the bad administration of the present
Government. He referred to the Auditor
General's report, but I think he forgot to
notice that the report is for the year
ending 30th June, 1904. No doubt he
was under the impression that it was the
30th June, 1905. It is the report for
the financial ydar ending previously
to this Government taking office. In
regard to the Lands Department, the
Auditor General on 18th July, 1904,
wrote:

The report. of the inspector clearly proves
that there is no proper system of accounting
in the Lands Departmnent. I am quite satis-
fied that in the past the audit made did not
guarantee that the accounts have been
correct and that no fraud has been com-
mitted. 'Under the system, however, any
audit would practically be useless.
In referring to want of system, the
auditor states:-

It is perhaps necessary that I ishould
explain what I mean by "want of system."
It is sufficient for the purpose to simply
mention that the ledgers are not nor could
they be balanced.
The member for Bunbury dealt with the
stores division, stating that no accounts
whatever have been kept in regard to the
stores. I am very pleased to say to-night
that at the present time a proper system
of accounts is being kept, though it was
not so previously to this Ministry's
taking office.

MR. GREGORY:- You are not going to
take credit for that, SurelyP

Hos. W. C. ANOWIN: Just wait a
minute. it is all right.

MR. HA SON; Very far from right.
HoN. W. C. ANGWIN- The report

contained the following:
There is no system whatever in this

Idivision. No stock has ever been taken. No
record is kept of issues beyond a rough day-
book in which copies of the requisitions are
entered. The stores are not charged out, nor
are the values shown in this book. I think a
receipt should be taken by the storekeeper for
instruments etc. issued. By this means
responsibility for the instrument would re-
main with the surveyor until returned to
stock, whereas at present although the register
kept shows to whom issued, instances have
occurred where a surveyor denied ever havin
had the instrument or said that he had
returned it, and it is apparently lost.

We all know, or ought to know, the cost
Of these theodolites, and we know they
are very expensive instruments, and it is
very necessary that proper accounts

Ishould be kept of them when they are
given out.

MR, FRAns WILSON, DO you want
the Minister to keep the accounts ?

HON. W. 0. ANGWIN: No. I do
not want the Minister to keep the
accounts, but I want the Minister to see
that the accounts are kept.

MR. GREGORY: They have not always
a detective round amongst the depart-
mentS.

How. W. C. ANG WIN: The position
is clearly proved that, so far as the
financial condition of the office is con-
cerned, no accounts whatever have been
kept, and the Minister has not seen that
the accounts should be kept in a proper
manner. I notice, in regard to various
surveyors taking out instruments, that
these instruments have been held for a
period of years. In fact, one gentleman,
if he paid for the hire of the instrument,
should pay £100 for the length of time
he has had that instrument away from
the office. The member for Sussex (Mr.

*Frank Wilson) has just asked if I
wanted the Minister to keep the accounts,
It will be found that when the Colonial
Treasurer, the present leader of the Oppo-
sition, drew attention or sent the details
of a report to the Minister for lands at
that time, the Minister replied to this

*effect-it may not be in the exact words,
but the reference will be found in the
report-that they had been fully aware
of the state of the position, as it had
been very apparent for the last 12
months, and steps were being taken to
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remedy affairs. These were not the exact
words, but the meaning. I want to say
that it shows very dlearly that though
the Minister at that time was aware of
the disgraceful state, using the words of
The Auditor General, that his office was
in as far as the accounts were concerned,
very little attempt had been made to put
them in a. proper and efficient condition.
There is one matter I wish to refer to,
and that is the Katanning office. The
auditor's report is dated 8th August, 1904,
two days before the present Government
took office.

Mn. GREGORY: Is that in the auditor's
report?

How. W. 0. ANUWIN: 1 will read the
paper:

From my subsequent examination I find
that a very loose system is in vogue.

MR. GREGORY: Where did you get that
from ?

HoN. W. C. ANOWIN: From the
auditor's report. It says:

From my subsequent examination of the
accounts, I find that a very loose system has
been in vogue. About seven different persons
were receiving money. The cash was carried
about on their persons. For money received
on matters pending, in many cases no receipt
was issued, nor the cash entered in the cash
book. It appears to have been the custom to
dip into the Giovernmnt cash-box and make
up the remittance by private cheque. Officers
have gone about witl two or three hundreds
of pounds in their pockets. Cash-book not
entered up for the present year.

MR. SPEAKER: Referring to the
matter raised by the member for Menzies
just now, I find it is the usage that
where quotations are taken from State
papers, those papers should be laid on the
table of the House, unless they are of
such a confidential nature that a motion
for their production would be opposed.
I understand the hon. member under-
takes to lay those papers upon the table
of the House. The hon. member having

Imade that statement, there is no objec-
tion to their being quoted.

HoN. W. C. ANGWIN: I wish to state
that the papers will be laid on the table
of the House, andi I hope that in future
the members of this House wiill also not
only read these papers, but request in
future that the auditor's report of what
has taken place in the various branches
of the Government departments through-
out the State shall be laid upon the table.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
Ishould also state when he proposes to lay
those papers on the table.

Hoe. W. C. ANOWIN: To-morrow.
MR. SPEAKER: It will be well under

the circumstances that opportunity be
given to other members of the House to
see those papers before the debate closes.

Hon. W. C. ANOWIN: I have fin-
ished what I have to say in regard to
that with one exception, and I will Dot
quote any more papers. The auditor, at
the time of complaints about the system
which was in vogue at the Katanning
office, said it was only fairness to the
officer in charge that he should state that

Ihe was carrying out the system which
was in vogue and instituted iu the office
by his predecessor. I am not going to
lay a charge against my bon. friends
opposite, but I say this in reply to the
member for Sussex (Mr. Frank Wilson).
If he had had such a report as that put
in front of him about ainy officer employed
by himself, that officer would have been
immediately dismissed.

MR. PlANE WILSON: Have you sacked
Ihim ?

HoN. W. C. ANGWIN: What wa&.
done in this case? We find that an
attempt was wade to pension the officer
off. When this failed, we find that on
the very last day my friends opposite held
office, they appointed this officer-who was
responsible for the disgrace'ful state of
that office, according to the auditor's
reports-to that office at a higher salary
than was paid-
I MR. RASON: On a point of order, is
any member in this House, more
especially a member holding the position
of honorary Minister of the Crown,
justified in getting up and casting reflec-
tions upon the character of one of the
oldest servants of the Crown ? The hon.
member has referred to Mr. Hanford, who
held the position of Government land
agent at Katanrnng.

Ma. OoNNOR: And a good man, too.
31R. RASON: I say it is little short

of a disgrace for any man to cast reflec-
tions on that officer unless he is prepared
to prove them, and prove them up to the
hilt.

Mn. SPEAKER: As to the question
raised by the hon. member, it is against;
the custom for ay bon. member to refer
in terms of disparagement to any public
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officer, unless prepared to do so upon a
substantive motion for his dismissal.

HoN. W. C. ANGWJN: I bow to
your ruling. I wish to state I was
not referring, to the officer. The state-
ments which I have quoted to members
to-night are the statements used by the
auditor who audited the reports.

How. P. Hf. PlEasE:- The hon. member
said the officer was following out the
practice of his predecessor.

How. W. 0. ANGWIN: That statement
is made by the auditor.

MR. EASON: I am not complaining
of any statement made by the auditor. I
am complaining of the statement miade
by the Minister. He was referring to a
particular officer, and alluded to the con-
duct of the late Government in, on only
the last day of their holding office, con-.
tinuing that man in office. There is no
question of the remark of the auditor
there.

HON. W. C. A.NGWIN: I was not
doing anything of the kind. I waslabout to say it was a crying shamen for
any Government to appoint any officer,
whether good or had, to an office at £740
a year, when that office was worth only
£260. If members had waited a few
minutes, they would have beard what I
wished to say. The officer has never
returned to that office; but he is still, 1
believe, doing good work in sn office
different from that wbich the hion. mem -
ber opposite (11r. Itason) intended him)
to occupy. I have been twitted with
holding an honorary position; but I have
felt it mny duty, though only an honorary
Minister, to look carefully into public
matters, and to bring before members
anything which I knew was detrimental
to the public interest. And when we
hear people going up -and down the
country telling how they managed their
offices, blowing their own trumpets-
[MR. GORDON: As you are doing. 1 No
person can accuse me of blowing my own
trumpet. I think I have less to say than
any other member. But when I see the
people of the State put in a false position
becatise certain facts are kept f rom them,
I maintain it is my duty to let the people
know what systems have hitherto been in
vogue, and that Ministers now in office
have done everything they can to sub-
stitute efficiency for the deplorable
malndministration of the past. The

I mcmber for Perth (Mr. H. Brown)--I
do not wish to be too personal-hasImany times in this House condemned

1the Labour party. I have often wondered
why. But when I see that he the other
night, by his own statement, usurped the
position of surveyor of Perth instead of
mayor of Perth-

Mn. H. BROWN:. You are stating what
is absolutely untrue.

Mn, SPEAKER: The hon. member
(Mr. Brown) is well aware that he cannot
make such a. statement. It is highly die-
orderly for members to make such state-
inents, well knowing that it is wrong to
do so. I hope the practice will not be
continued simply because members know
they can withdraw the statements. Such
a statement ought not to be made. I
hope the hion. member will withdraw it.

Maf. H. BROWN:- I withdraw it; but
I Say-

MR. SPEAKER: The bon. member
can withdraw it without any qualification
what ever.

MR. H. BROWN: Well, I withdraw it.
HON. WV. 0. ANGWIN: I think every

member wiUl recollect the words reported
here (in Hantsarfi) about a man who
wished to be employed by the Perth city
council, and could not be employed
because he had not the permission of the
secretary of his union.

MRs. Hl. BnOWN: I never made that
remark at all. I ask for its withdrawal.

HON. WV. 0. ANGWIN: Then I with-
Idraw it.

MR. H. BROWN: I was referring to the
alienation of Crown lands.

RON. W. 0. ANGWIN: If one thing
more than another warrants the retention
of office by the present Ministry, it is the
action they have taken as to land settle-
ment. Almost the first step they took
was to try to find out whether a large
portion of' those lands lying close to our
railwayvs, and at present not utilised, could
be conveyed to those who would use them.
The member for York (M1r. Burges) con-
demned the Government very strongly
because they stopped the issue of leases.

Ma. BuRGEs: That is not why r con-
demned them so strongly. I only
mentioned that.

MR. CONNOR: Are you in favour of
the Pilbarra Railway?

HON. W. C. ANO-WIN: Yes.

[ASSE'UBLY] Amendme)ds.
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MR. CONNOR: What is the difference
with regard to alienation of lands ?

MN. BRGEos: Why did you let all
that laud slip through your hands?

How. W. C. ANGWIN: Those leases,
under the present Administration, are
not given out so freely as in the past.
Every care is taken to see that the
applicant for a lease intends to use it;
and the leases are not signed, as pre-
viously, without question. Moreover, the
Minister gave instructions to his inspector
to inspect not only the new leases applied
for, but the holdings previously granted,
to see whether the conditions under which
they were held were complied with.
Consequently, a large number of those
holdings has been forfeited for nonfulfil-
ment of conditions. If that is not
beneficial to the State, I do not know
what is. The time has gone by when
people can take up land in this State for
purely speculative purposes. The time
has gone by when the best of the l-and
in this State is lying idle, a large number
of would-be settlers being thereby pre-
vented from working that land to
advantage. One of the principal acts of
the Labour Ministry was to try if pos-
sible to abolish this system, which has
been in vogue for some years. I think f
have said enough, and my friends
opposite do not like it very well.
Whether or not the present Ministry
leave these benches, I for one am per-
fectly confident that their administration
during the past six or eight months has
been advantageous to the State.

Dn. ELLIS (Coolgardie) : In speaking
to-night I feel that the political situa-
tion is very' interesting to this country.
We have had an attack hrv the leader of
the Opposition (Mr. Itason) on the work
of the Government, both from an admin-
istrative and fr-om a financial standpoint;
but his attack was so mild, so pointless,
Ithat I almost began to think he was
living in a glass house, and was frightened
to throw stones for fear that by any
chancesosue stones might be returned, with
disastrous consequences. [MR. RAsoN:
Look after your own conservatory.]
I shall do so presently. I should not
Like to suggest that the hon. member's
speech was made with a view to a pos-
sible coalition, or that he may have
been making -an attack on a colleague;

but it seemed to me to lack that vimu-
lence and force which I should have
expected from the leader of the Opposi-
tion on such an imtrortaut occasion,
considering that his speeh was intended
to land in his hands the highest offices

Iof State. He was good enough to state
that the speech the Premier delivered
last Year at Subiaco was a " mark-time "
speech ; and he characterised the Prem-
ier's policy speech of this year as. a
"reckless gallop" speech. If -we wished

to apply a term to the hon. member's
own speech, we might call it a " night-
ware" speech, because it is full of bogeys
and imaginations. [Mm. RAsON :That
ought to suit you.] It suits me all
right. It shows that at least the Opposi-
tion have not been able to find any
serious breach in the administrative or
the financial side of the Government.
Last -year, possibly unfortunately, I made
a speech supposed to be a rather great
effort on the part of a new member. It
was thought very incorrect for a member
just elected to thiis House to lecture the
House, as 1 wits8 told, on the financial
position. The leader of the Opposition
then held the portfolio of Treasurer;
and when replying to iny speechb, he
treated it in a quiet, off-hand manner, as
if to say, " You are only a beginner, and
we c-au soon settle with vou." I should
like to explain the charge I made last
year, a charge which I repeat. this year;
because after all, the question now at
issue in this House is whether the gen-
tlemen on the front Opposition bench
had more administrative ability, more
cleanliness of administration, and greater
r-apacity in offive, than those now on the
Tre~tsury bench possess. That is the
question the Opposition have put before
us, and that is the question I intend to
try to answer to-night. The leafier of
the Opposition says:-

I maintain that the administration up to
dato has not been satisfactory. It has been
costly; it has been injurious and provincial ;
and if the Premier does not think that a suf-
ficiently strong statement to put him out of
office, I am sorry for him.

The leader of the Opposition, when a
Minister, was good enough, last year, in
reply to figures which I then quoted, to
make certain observations. After suggest-
ing that my figures must have cost me
many years to compile, and that the work
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must have been a labour of love and
labour lost, he said.

May I suggest to the hon. member that if
he will only take the trouble to study the
returns ad look for the whole truth, not only
to look for something he thinksa may suit his
particular l"e of argument, he will find the
railway figures balance with the figures issued
by the Treasury.

I made an interjection, which I should
not make flow with my greater ex-
perience, The hon. member continued -

Before the hon. member makes rash and
bold statements to the contrary, he should
reflect that there is such a person, such an
individual in this State as the Auditor
General, whose duty it is to see that the
figures are absolutely correct.

The hon. member appealed to the Auditor
General. We have now on the table of
this House, not a statement to be made
to-morrow or the next day, but a state-
ment on the table to-night, the Auditor
General's report on the administration of
the hon. members opposite, during the
last year they were in power. And with
the consent of the House I shall take the
trouble of going through that report, and
of showing how it testifies to the
magnificent ability of those members.
Firstly, I should like to draw attention
to page 158. This shows that the pro-
visions of the Audit Act are not entirely
satisfactory. The report states-

if our Audit Act is rea literally, it must
be admitted that the Government has power
to allow money to be drawn from the public
accounts without parliamentary appropriation.
I believe the gentlemen opposite (formerly
Ministers) were responsble for that
Audit Act. They were in power when
that Act was passed. Later on, the
report states-.

Owing to the fact that no provision has
been made in the Audit Act for granting
moneys between the close of the financial year
and the passing of supplies, it follows that the
expenditure during the interim is illegal,
excepting where covered by special Acts.
That is a very serious position, and it is
due to the Act-passing capacity of the
gentlemen opposite.

MR. GREGORY: You did not read the
whole of that paragraph.

DR. ELLIS: How much more do you
wantP I shall read a lot more before I
have done.

MR. SPEAKER: The hon. member
should address his remarks to the 0Chair.

Dim. ELLIS: I now come to a pam-
graph on page 159, where it says.

U9pon reference to Appendix A it will be
seen that a considerable amount of money has
been spent illegally according to the new Act.
I may state that this audit refers to the
year ending June, 1904, when the leader
of the Opposition was Treasurer. If we
turn to pago 239 and to Appendix A, we
find how m uch money was spent illegally;
and according to the Auditor General, to
whom the member for Guildford has
appealed to uphold his case, we find that
it was £200,000. It appears to me that
it is a somewhat serious position for a
gentleman whbo upholds the dignity of
his position as Treasurer and appeals to
the Auditor General, when the Auditor
General says that his Government spent
£200,000 illegally. [MR. R~som: If his
view is correct.] A little later we dis-
cover the way in which accounts were
'kept. I am now dealing entirely with
the general portion of the Auditor
General's report. Presently I shall come
to the detailed portion, when I shall have
the pleasure of dealing with each Min-
ister. The Audito)r General says on page
159:-

The regulations under Section 71 of the
Act, making provision for the keeping of
accounts etc., were brought into operation on
let JXnly, 1904, but they are, in my opinion,
inadeqnata. In the form of accounts pro-
vided, it is aimed at making all departments-
no matter what be the nature of their business
-keep uniform books. These books are in no
way sufficient Or suitable for the majority of
departments, end this tact is acknowledged by
the Treasurer, who stated that the regulations
only provided for accounts necessary for the
reqirements of the Treasury.
That is a. beautiful way of keeping books
on behalf of one of those brilliant-I
think I may almost use his own term-
" heaven-sent " Treasurers. Now let us
come to the interesting point as to bow
the stores are kept. Looking at a pre-
vious paragraph we find.

Material has also been purchased on account
of the General, Railway, and Public. Works
Stores respectively to a very considerable
extent, the money for which has been with.
drawn from the public account without an
appropriation by Parliment. The balance of
stock on hand for those stores on 30th Jne
last is set down as £310,548, which sum is
taken credit for in the Treasurers balance.
sheet accordingly. This is the only State, sc
far as I know, where moneys disbursed for
stores are so treated.

[ASSEMBLY.] Amendments.
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Now let us turn to page 167, dealing with
the method of handling stores. The
report Says:

Under the heading of 11Stores on Hand " an
amount of X310,548 4s 8d. is shown. This
amount represents debits for stores purchased
sad not charged to the public account at the
close of the year. The system is a continua-
lion of that in force in previous years. but not
authorised by the existing Audit Act which,
as previously stated, makes no provision for
money being expended except under an appro-
priation of Parliament.
Let us now turn to page 178, where we
find the conditions in which the Lunacy
stores were kept. I thought the honour-
able gentleman opposite might have a
particular interest in this. [MR. EASON:

Naturally you would.] Dealing with
stores in the Lunacy Department, the
Auditor General says:-

Stock was taken on 30th June last by officers
of the department appointed by me, bat my
inspector states in his report that on compar-
ig the stock sheets with the balances in the
stock ledger, it was quite evident that stock
could not have been properly taken, and that
it was ueses to attempt too check the receipts
and issues of stores.
So that there can be no doubt on the
subject, I shall read the Crown Solicitor's
report on the question of the legality of
the procedure, which is on page 248.
The Crown Solicitor says:

The intention of the paragraph treating
stores as an asset in the books of the Trea-
surer is to pay for stores without an appro-
priation of Parliament. This is what has
been done to date, and is contrary to Section 31
of the Audit Act.

When we come to consider the way in
which this matter has been handled, it is
not what one would describe as highly
satisfactory. At least it would hardly
justify the replacement of the present
Treasurer by the gentleman t in
charge.

THn MINISTER FOR MINES: It is what
you would call close administration.

DR. ELLIS: It is very close indeed.
I should like to turn to a. somewhat
interesting paragraph. I was not in the
Hlouse at the time, but I believe it is of
interest to a late Minister for Mines (Mr.
Gregory). On page 165 it is stated:

Included in the Crown Solicitor's Law Costs
Advance is.£1,041 Ils. 7d. for payments made
in the action Hicksv. Gregory. As the vote
Law Costs and Awards has been charged with
the expenditure in the year 19D4-5. it will be
necessary for me to comment on it in my

report upon that year, as in my opinion, when
the Government decided that the Public
Account should be charged, it was necessary
to obtain a special appropriation by Par-
liament.

This is another beautiful idea in adminis-
tration. I am not going into the rights
or wrongs of the case; but whether one
thinks it right or wrong, one should at
least have tried in a legal matter to have
proceeded legally. The next part of this
report I wish to deal with* is rather
interesting, because it deals directly with
the statement of the leader of the
Opposition the other day that when the
Gove-nment took office they were better
off than any previous Government had
been. The leader of the Opposition
stated a series of figures, which set any-
body who has been studying the report
of the gentleman to whom he appealed
last year to protect him from a series of
figures be did not like, thinking that
there was something very curious some-
where. The member for Guildford quoted
that on the 9th August the banks bad in
hand to the credit of the State X118,000,
and that the Post Office Savings Bank
had a credit of £194,000, and that out of
the right to draw on an overdraft of
£2250,000 in London only £60,000 had
been drawn - There was, he said, a total
credit of £2308,000; but on page 188 of
the Auditor General's report will be found
some interesting figures with which the
hon. member might not have been

aqanted. On the 1st July, only a
mnhpreviously, the state of accounts

was very different from that set forth by
the hon. member. The cash to the credit
of the Savings Bank was £141,000 and
not £ 194,000.

ME. RASON: I wish to ex plain that
the figures which I gave were all certified
Treasury figures of the bank balances on
the 9th August; and it is idle of the lion.
member to refer to figures of the 1st
July. I produced a certified statement,
and can produce it again if necessary.

DR. ELLIS: I am not making any
observations against certified statements.
I am surely following what the honour-
able gentleman appealed to last year. I
say the position is rather remarkable that
such a sudden alteration occurred during
the last month the James Government
were in office. How they can explain it
to themselves is their lookout: I want to
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put the case as it was at the end of the
previous financial year. As stated by the
Auditor General, the mioney in the Post
Office Savings Ban k on the I1st July wats
£141,000. I want to know, did the
member for Guildford pay in any bills
illegally, or did he get a large sum of
money banded over to him that hie should
in one month's time have been able to
raise his position in the Western Aus-
tralian Bank from £141,000 to £190,000?
It is a point which to mne seeins to require
some explanation. We come now to the
matter of the cash available. According
to the Auditor Genera] it was only
£227,000, as wvill easily be seen by look-
ing at page 188, and it was not £308,000
as the honourable gentleman putt it. The
Auditor General sets out the whole
amount of money in the various banks,
and these tot up to a sum of money
which is.£80,000 less than the member
for Guildford said existed a month later.
But that is nothing to the condition of
the overdraft on that date. I do not
know how the lion, member succeeded in
patying that off in a month. It seems to
me rather curious that on page 171 it
states:

The above is exclusive of the overdraft on
the General Loan Account of X1]42,558.
How did the overdraft tumble front
£142,588 on the 30th June to £60,000
on the 9th August, unless there is some
method by which the finances are put in
a very satisfactory position for one's
successors.

MR. GREGORY: I believe the bon.
member boasted at Coolgardie that he
bad given more figures to the House than
any Treasurer.

DRi. ELLIS: I will come to your
figures presently, and you will be satis-
fled. I can assure you that you will
presently have all you want to answer
for. All I am pointing out now is that it
seems to he a very curious situation when
we find out that the state of the account
was so much better on the 9th August
than it was on the 30th June, so much
better to the extent of this enormous
amount of money. No doubt the mem-
ber for Guildford will be able to explain
it; but he appealed last year to the
Auditor General, and ihis year I1 an.
accepting his appeal to th e Auditor
General on these figures. Now I shall
come to another fact, which I think the

bon. member will not be able to enjoy
quite so mutch. Possibly he will explain
that it is good financing. It is the
matter of trust funds lie was so anxious
about, so that theyr should be carefully
administered; and he will probably
appreciate these two clauses dealing with
trust f uds. The report says: -

The practice in the Treasury is to credit
the sinking fund with the money set aside for
the purpose, and to debit " Investments " with
the nominal value of stockr purchased, irre-
spective of the price paid, and debit or credit
trustees with the difference, and likewise the
sinking fn. . . . It appears to ine this
procedure is not advisable. It will be seen
the Sinking Fund Account does not show the
money set aside, plus the actutal gains or minus
the losses; and the Investment Account does
not show the actual money invested, hut an
enhanced or reduced figure, according to the
price paid for stocks. It is considered the
Investment Account should be debited with
the actual amntnt raid fir the stock. and
credited with the actual amount obtained on
realisation.

I never heard of such an extraordinary
method of handlin~g figures in my life!
You purchase stock, enter it in your
hooks at its face value, and when yansell
you make somec kind of weird reconcilia-
tion. You may call that the proper way
of dealing with trust funds, but if that
tmethod were adopted in any private
Company, certain legal officials might
enter in and want to know what was
being done. I come to more interesting
figures dealing with trust funds. [MR.
RASOy: More, a great deal.] I should
like members to turn to page 213, dealing
with the Goldfieldls Water Scheme which
the leader of the Opposition took so much
interest in. I am going to read a para-
graph of the report on the financial
position of the scheme. If there was
anything supposed to be above suspicion
and on which the leader of the Opposition
based his reputation, it was on the financial
position of the Goldields Water Schenme.
Paragraph 1? says:

The Act gives the Treasurer power to invest
in any securities he may think fit. The
amount invested to 30th June was .&l,055, by
the putrchase of Gover-inment Iced inscribed
stock, bearing intereat at 3J per cent., thus
increasing the indeobtedness of the Government
or using trust 'money to purchase, stock from
themselves.

Do members consider that is the proper
war to deal with trust funds ? I was
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always under the impression that to
invest in trust funds, to buy your own
stock and p~ossibly lend it to yourself
again-because the are quite capable of
doing that and are doing it-was illegal.
flow could one possibly understand the
position in which the affairs geti If
anything is illegal on the part of the
present leader of the Government, it is
nothing alongside such hopeess Illegality
as that: to take your sinking fund
and invest it in your own stock and
possibly lend it to yourself a gain is
absurd finance. It is worthy of Gilbert
and Sullivan's operas. The House Will
remember (possibly the late Minister for
Mines remtenbers it) that last year I took
sorte interest in the railway figures; and
we will now turn to what is said about the
position by the Auditor General,' to
whom the leader of the Opposition
appealed last year to defend himself-
that and the Japanese figures. The
Japanese figures he admitted were too
accurate for him. I am afraid he will
find the Auditor General has taken a
somewhat similar view. During thieyear
subsequently, ]Mr. George, the Com-
missioner. of Railways, published -a
statement in the official report stating
that the sc hedules; I objected to 'were
misleading and erroneous. It was
admitted the Government charged them-
selves at least one-half per cent, below
inaterest on railway stock. It 'was stated
that the railway stock was inaccurate
because a reconciliation account was
published, and the capital account was
not accurate. That was a fairly strong
admission on behalf of the Commissioner
of Railways. INow we will see on the
top of that what position the Auditor
General takes up. If members will turn
to page 198-1 think it is most useful
for the House to become acquainted with
some of their books-we find uinder

railway stores" this paragraph

The money for the purchase of stores has
been provided by the Treasury without appro-
priation, contrary to Section 31 of Audit Act.

MR. GREGORy:- You ought to have let
them go without.

DR. ELLIS ; If members opposite
carry on the country in an illegal manner
they can understand; but we understand
that the Opposition complained of the
Government carrying on the country in

an illegal manner. The auditor's report
goes on to say-

The stock in hand at the end of the year
should be worth the price standing on the
books,
Members would hardly thinik it neces-
sary to put in the Auditor General's
report such a statement as that; hut in
this case it is very necessaly. 'Will
mnembevrs turn to p'age 201 and look at
the word "expenditure" at the bottom
of the page. It is given at significant
heading: -

Expenditure: Wages estimated to be due to
.30th June, 1904, but not paid. The depart-
wuent estimated that on 30th June, 1904,
£916,884 19s. 2d. was due for wages, and the
Treasury paid that amount over, and debited
the item concerned under expenditu re for rail-
ways. This is contrary to Section 32 of the
Audit Act, and also contrary to the Begule-
tions. It means that, included in the Treasury
statement for the year (which is practically a
statement of receipts and payments) is
included an amount whicL has been handed
over to a department on an estimated figure.
and was standing to its credit in a bank, or at
least a portion of it, which had not been paid
away in 10 days.
That, I suppose, would be considered
good financing, hut it is hardly the kind-
of financing I hope the country intends
to go in for. Let us turn again-and I
amn dealing with each Minister in order-
to the Goldfields Water Supplyv on page
212. We find in paragraph 7 these

Iwords:-
Other amendments are also necessary. For

instance, Sections Nos. 101 and 104. These
provide for receipts and payments only. Such
accounts are worthless, and, in my opinion,
are wholly inadequate for a scheme of this
magnitude. Provisiou should be made for
true accounts, and such might be presented
once a year, instead of each half-year.

If members go to the schedule on page
213, they will find it stated:-

The balance-sheet shows that the Treasury
Ihas loaned to the administration £26,4,32 9s.

11., or has handed over to the administration
stores on hand after the original scemere was
completed, to be paid for by them during a
period extending over three years. It seems
to me as quite clear that it is the duty of the
administration to raise the additional money
to pay for these stores, or for the -Treasury to
obtain parliamentary sanction to loan money
to the administration in this manner. Farther,
it is apparent, from its transactions, that no
working capital has been provided, and that it
is contemplated making revenue provide the
necessary funds, as (apart from the X26,432 9s.
lid.) money has been obtained from revenue
to provide stores, and such a course will mean,

Addreng-in -reply : [26 Jrme, 1905.'
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withholding the gross profits from the
Treasury.
Which it is distinctly understood from
the Act should be handed over. I think
members can see from the various state-
ments that the Treasurer in the adminis-
tration of the Treasury had not that
brilliant administration which he so much
desires in the present leader of the House.

MR. GREGORY: I: am sorry you missed
the 'bus when they were reconstructing.

DR. ELLIS: ft is quite clear that
members opposite are trying to get into
the 'bus that has run away from them;
but if the country understands the way
they play with the finances of the
country, and if the country understands
the scandalous way the accounts have
been kept, the electors will answer in no
unmnistakable voice. However bad the
administration of the present Govern-
ment has been, members on the Opposi-
tion side have put up a worse record
than. ay other House in Australia. As
the late Minister for Mines is anxious
that I should have a few words to say to
him, I shall have much pleasure in read-
ing some paragraphs of the Auditor
General's report dealing with the Mines
Department, and I think they will be
found interesting reading. If members
turn to page 179 they will find how
the capital of the batteries has been made
up. A great deal has been said on the
fields about the high price of crushing,
and we can quite understand that such a
financial expert as the Minister for Mines
would invent some unique method of
dealing with battery finances. Let us
see what the Auditor General has to say
on the matter:-

To illustrate the present position, an extract
is given from my inspector's report to 30th
June, and my remiarks to the Government
thereon. It may be explained that the records
of the battery transactions were checked.
according to instructions, to above date; but,
as before explained, nder the present system
these do not form part of the accounts, and
can only be considered reords, and there is
no obligation on the Auditor General to have
them verified; in fact, they could be discon-
tinued at the the will of Minister at may time.
I hope the present Minister for Mines
will see they are discontinued and some-
thing better put in their place Now we
come to an interesting point on page
179:-

1 find the cost of removing and erecting
batteries has been charged to Capital Account.

IThe most conspicuous of these is the Yalgoo
Ibattery, which cost .94,813 8.. 2d., when
removed to Paynesville it cost £2,752 17s. 3d.,
removal from Dayneaville to Black Range
cost.£2,126 16s. 3d.; making a total charge to
capital of £9,693 is. 7d.
Consequently, at the present moment the
people at Black Range are debited with a
battery which cost originally £4,800; but
they are debited now with a capital cost
of X9,600. We have only to bring the
battery to Perth and then to take it to
Fremantle to the floating dock and a few
other places, and then we shall see the
country' swamped-

Mx. GREGoRty: Is that tile most won-
derf ul thing you can find ?

DR. ELLIS: Now let members turn to
page 180. This has reference to the
sinking fund the Government ought to
have gone down on. It is not my dut~y
to criticise the Government, although I
may have that extreme pleasure next year.
But what I am contending now is that,
seeing that when I made my statement
last year that the accounts of this country
were kept in a scandalous method, that
they did not reveal the true state of the
case, I was appealed from to the Auditor
General, I am perfectly right when I
show now how the Auditor General looks
on this very account:-

In the case of the Bulong battery, removed
to Widgemooltha, the original cost was
25,879 Ile. 4d.

Mu. GREOnY: Do not give us ancient
history. This occurred about seven years
ago. We had nothing to do with that.

DR. ELLIS: I am very sorry. Am I
to understand from the late Minister for
Mines that if he finds an incorrect capital
account made in regard to any battery, it
has to go on because it has been done by
a previous Ministry ?

17B. GREGORY: I dto not say it is right.
* DR. E rLIs: Are people to go on for
all time with the cost of dismantling a
battery put to capital account ? Can the
country be surprised that the system does
not pay, when they use such absurd
and idiotic methods of making capital

*charges?
Mu. GREGORY: They are not charged

interest.
InD. ELLIS: Oh; they are not charged

interest.
MR. GREGORY: If you had known

anything about it, you would have known
it years ago.
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Da. ELLIS: The document reads:
In the ease of the Bulong battery, removed

to Widgemnooltha, the original cost was
£25,879 1 Is. 4d.; the amount debited to Widge-
tnooltba for removal and ermction was
X2,413 s. 9d., making atotal of X8,292 15s. Id.
All removal expenses should be a charge
against revenue; the plants, instead of in-
creaing, diminish in value. The total in-
craet caitl by the removal of the
batteries was £7,292 17s. 3d.

That appears to be a very interesting
method of handling our public batteries.
If the other portion of our public bat-
teries are handled in such a way, we can
easily understand why the department
does not pay. Clause 8l1 reads:

No revenue has been received from leased
batteries since my last report up to 30th
June.
I want to know whether these batteries
were leased for amusement or not?

MR. GREGORY: Which batteries are
leasedP

DR. ELLIS: I1 do not know. Pro-
bably the Widgemooltha one. I think
yesterday the member for Menzics was
good enough to explain how very paying-
the public batteries were during his
administration. I think I interjected.
and I had the pleasure of taking down
the figures of X2,000 odd as the amount
of profit made in batteries last year.
That is not correct.

Mx. GREGORY: 1903?
DR. ELLIS: 1904.
Ma. Gasoostv: Those are the last

returns I have.
Da. ELLIS: I have later.
MR. GREORY: I dare say.
DR. ELLIS: If the bon. member will

look at page 181, he will now possess
that return N o. 5. * I shall proceed to
read from it:-

The inspector has attached to his report a
trading account, profit and loss account, and a
balance-sheet. It will be seen that the loss
for the year is stated to be £5,638 49. 3d., and
in this the amount incorrectly charged to
capital during the year, for removing and
erecting the Black Range battery. has not
been included, neither has any charge been
made for interest on capital, accident or
fidelity insurance, or depreciation.
We were told that under the administra-
tion of the late Minister for Mines there
bad been a great profit on the public
batteries. He was not acquainted with
the fact that last year they had a loss of
X5,500, and he came along here and tried

to convince this House yesterday that the
public batteries under his administration
were a. great success.

MR. GREGORY: I can show you the
records in the Mines reports.

DR. ELLIS: Those are your own
adding up.

Ma. GREGORY: No; they are not.
DR. ELLIS: I am sorry. The hon.

gentleman last year was not satisfied with
my adding up, and he appealed to the
Auditor General. Now I am giving him
the Auditor General's adding up. We
will take No. 10, on the same page:

I take this opportunity of requesting that
consideration should be given to the method
of Government accounting. To me it seems
incredible that there is no recognised system,
with instructions in detail, nder which the
Government accounts are to be kept; and I
would strongly urge that a system be drawn
up and approved by the Treasury, and par-
ticularsforwarded~to me. In some departments
merelyna record of receipts and payments is
required. In others (like that under notice)
it is absolutely essential to know the result of
the trading undertakings. It will therefore
be seen how esential, for the proper conduct
of any particular audit, it is to know the form

I of accounts desired by the Government, and if
such are not kept as required, then ladies can
be pointed out.

I think the hon. member will admit that
he has not made from the Auditor
General any way of a good case for his
scientific handling of accounta. I think
he has shown in his battery management
he was unacquainted with the fact that in
last year's administration he made a
X5,000 loss, and it is hard to imagine
thatany Minister leaving his department
having made a loss of £65,000 should
have forgotten the fact when at the same
time he carefully remembered that he
had made a £2,000 profit the year before.
Now we come to another section in the
same department. I allude to the State
hotel at Gwalia. This was a matter, I
am given to understand, the hon. member
had at his fingers' ends. If there was
anything he was capable of handling
with advantage, it was a State hotel.
What do we find? On page 184 the
following appears :

The department, however, keeps complete
records, and these bare been checked, with the
result that a profit, for 13 months ended 80th
June last, of 426 le. 2d. was shown. As
capital for the undertaking, was all provided
out of revenue, no interest is charged. The
fixed assets amount to £6,734 14s. I ld. Allow.
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ing £300 extra for floating assets, the caLpitta
may be stated as £27,000. The profit, there-
fore, is barely 6 per cent, per annum on the
total outlay. I should also like to mention
that no allowance is made for insurance,
depreciation on buildings, glassware, or f urni-
ture. Here, again, the records are krept at
the will of the Minister;
So he is entirely responsible-
an d then it is not compulsory for true accounts
to be prepared, audited, and presented to Per-
llsament.
It seems to m~e that the hon. gentleman
has shown in the most careful way his
capable method of handling the depart-
ment by carefully suppressing all such
things as interest on capital, insurance,
and such like. I have no doubt that with
judicious care he would make a most
surprisinig and advantageous revenue.

Mua. 4REGoR~Y: Many of them may not
have paid their hoarding-house account.

DR. ELLIS: 1 can quite understand
that some miners have not paid their
boarding-house accounts, and I would
not think that was anything so very
terrible on the part of the miners, but I
would not think much of the manage-
ment. [Interjection by MR. Dz~nown.]
The Treasurer may take the blame, if he
likes. It does not matter to me who
takes it, whether the Treasurer or the
Minister for Mines, but it shows this
House they were perfectly incapable in
their finance, and had not the smallest
idea of how to handle the department.

Mu. GREGiORY: The auditor does not
say anything against the system, and I
am sure the system has not been altered
in connection with those books.

DR. ELLIS: With regard to handling
natteries ?

Mn. GREGORY:- In regard to the hotel.
DR. ELLIS:- I am not talking about

the one detail. I am sorry the late
Minister for Lands (Mr. Hopkins) is not
in his place, because if there is one
department more than another which the
Government prided themselves on-and
I think my hon. friend who represents
York (Mr. Burges) will quite grasp that,
for he always looked to the late Minister
for Lands as a perfect genius in his
office-it is the Lands Department. We
will now proceed to see what the Auditor
Genera! has to say to this department.
This department, f may say, is one which
he has taken the greatest care to report
upon. There is more to read on the

Lands Department than there is on any
other department, and it is of a more
interesting nature. I will have possibly
a few comments to make when I come to
the end of the statement. On page 184
this appears-.

A report was made on the system and set
by me to the Treasurer on 81st Way, 1904, as
per copy of my memo. hereunder, which ills-

itrates the position:-
The 'Under Treasnrer,-I enclose, for the

information of the lBon. Colonial Treasurer, a
report by temporary Inspector Beal on the
system of accounting in the Lands Depart-
ment. This, in conjunction with reports made
by Inspector Gordon from time to time, dlearly
proves that there is no proper system of
accounting in the Lands Department. I am
quite atisie that, in the past, the audit made
did not guarantee that tbe accounts have been
correct and that no fraud has been committed.
Under the system, however, any audit would,
practically, be useless. I think it is im-
perative that something should be done at

1once, and shall therefore be glad if some
prompt action could be taken. Until then I
shall have to state, in connection with any
check made, that it is ineffective.-C. S.
Topris, Auditor General, 31st May, 190..

The Minister for Lands wrote the following
minute in connection with this report --

The Hon, Colonial Treamurer,-Aetioa is
being taken to re-organise this division, the
apparent need for which was recognised some
12 months ago. May I direct your attention
to the fact that the form of books condemned
by the auditor was adopted under direction
from the Treasury. Want of accommodation
has debarred earlier action, superadded to
which is the all-important feature that cash is
required to introduce elaborate systems; and
you know how hurt we all feel when the coa-
sionforForm I arises. Allexpedition is being
observed in inDitiating so desiable a change as
that indicated by Mr. Deal

That occurred some time afterwards.
*On page 185 we fid this:-

Under the circumstabces it is impossible to
say the accounts are in order to 30th June,
1904, and until a proper system is introduced
my check cannot be considered a reasonable

*guarantee that everything is in order. The
following examples illustrate the procedni-e
which I consider faulty-

Verification of Receipts.-Tbere is no con-
nection or system of balance between money
brought to account for land sales, rents, etc.,
in the land registers and the figures as per
Treasury books. It is possible for fictitious
entries to be posted in the registers with only
the merest possibility of subsequent discovery.
The registers might also show money entered
up and titles issued for land when the cash has
not been brought to account. I may also
illustrate the method of dealing with a die-
honoured cheque. The account in register

[ASSE_,%JBLY.] AmpyidonenlR.
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would be posted, but if eventually the cheque
was not wade good, no debit entry having been
made in the register, it is quite possible that
the ounier would never he required to pay
the mon~y.
I should like to give a little advice to
occupiers of Crown lands. Pay* the de-
partment by cheque; dishonour the
cheque, and you will not be found out.

THE MNISTER FOR MINES: But there
baa been a change of Ministry.

flu. ELLI: I can appreciate the ad-
vantage of a change of Ministry, consider-
ing the condition of affairs. T he report
continues ;

If the register balanced with cash received,"it is patent that this could not happen, nor
the register accounts be credited with money
which may have been fraudulently taken, or
perhaps credited in error.

MR. Bunons: What is going on now?
DRn. ELLIS: 1s the same thing going

on ? Has the bon. member sent in ally
cheques not eollectede [Mn. BuRGES:
No.] I will deal with some of the ad-
vances to settlers. On page 186 of the
Auditor-General's report I find the state-
ment-

Bills were taken from the settlers, and the
only means of ascertaining the amount due
wvas by sighting the bills, as no record existed
in any book of account, and they were not
entered in a bill book.
That is what is called good finance! W
now come to a very humorous item, the
advance to the butter factory. The report
states, paragraph 44:-

.21,000 was advanced from loan to this
company; but there was nothing in the books
of the Land Department or anywhere else to
show that this amount was owing, the file of
papers alone showing the position.
As regards the special Act under which
lands were purchased, I wish to read a
paragraph on page 187 of the report,
dealing with the Throssell Estate:-

Payment for this estate was made by doben-
ture. issued under Section 16 of the Act,
which reads as follows:- When debentures
have been given in payment of the p riceao
land acquired under the provisions of this Act,
all moneys received in respect of land selected
under this Act, and forming part of any parcel
of land so acquired, shall be paid to the credit
of a special trust fund, and shall be applied in
payment of the interest upon the debentures
issued in respect of such purchase; and the
surplus shall be accumulated to form a fund
for redeeming the debentures at maturity."

The receipts from the sale of this estate
have not been paid over to the Special Trust
Fund, as required. The sum ef £16,752 17s.S8d.

ha4 been received for the sale of land and inter.
eat on investments, and.£10,05 0 only invested.
Of the balance, £5,809 13s. 6d. has been uti-
haed to defray survey expenses, etc. The
residue, £913 4s. 2d., has been availed of for
expenses connected with other estates, for
which the money is not applicable.
So we see ini the Lands Department the
same brilliant and magnificent system of
Government that we have observed else-
where. I notice that all the a-Ministers
(in Opposition) have left the House.
This is most remarkable. There are no
ex-Ministers here. They do not like the
Auditor General's report. It seems to
contain seine distinctly uncomfortable
home truths, and seems to suggest that
after aU, no matter how brilliant those
members may be in criticising the finances
of this Ministry, they were perfectly
incapable. of handling finances when they
themselves were in office. Let us take a
brief look at the conditiorn of affairs on
the Chapman Experimental Farm. I
shall not quote from all the accounts
here; but what applies to the Chapman
Experimental Farm is said to apply to
the experimental farm at Narrogin; and
as far as I can make out, the remarks
apply to all the accounts of the Lands
Department. On page 188 the Auditor
General states: -

No accounts in connection with the Experi-
mental Farms at Chaprmn and Narrogin were
kept; I therefore purpose dealing with them
under their respective headings.

The accounts of the Chapman, Experimental
Farm have been audited to 30th June. There
is nfl system of farm accounts whereby the
success or otherwise from a financial point of
view can be disclosed. The position is fully
set out in the inspector's report, which I
publish in full, also my covering memo, to the
Hon. Colonial Traasurer:-" On my arrival on
the farm on 24th ult., I found that the cash
and other books of acmounts had not been
written up since the end of February last,
and that the day book had not been posted
since 21st August last year-there, being 40
pages n -t posted. To facilitate matters, I
assisted Mr. Beard (the manager) to bring the
books up to date. The cash book was opened
in September last year, and is divided into
two parts; the first portion for expenditure
and the back portion for receipts. The first
revenue shown as received was in September
last year. The moneys shown as, received
have been brought to account in the books of
the department in Perth; not as coming from
the Chapman Experinmental Parm, but from
P. G. Wicken, R. C. Baird, and GA. A. Bandy,
under the heading of miscellaneous. As Mr.
Wicken also received and remitted moneys on
account of the Narragin Experimental Farm,
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I have bad to separate the items on the
information obtained from the account books
at the farms.
This, members will understand, is dlone
with a view to explaining bow to make a
farm pay. The report goes on :-
11I have checked the additions and postings to
ledger accounts, but cannot vouch that all
revenue received has been accounted. for. In
saying this, I have no reason to believe that
it has not, as the manager appearsto be a care-
ful and reliable man; but the revenue is of
such a nature that the accounting for earns
depends almost entirely upon the honesty of
the receiver, as there is an absence of any
check. Except in a few instances, receipts
have not been given for moneys received. Of
the receipt books which I found, two (Nos.
00900140 and 0090 99) have been principally
used for obtaining receipts for moneys paid by
the manager. There are three foils of receipts
missing, but in view of the above no importance
can be placed on their absence. All moneys
received are paid into the Treasury at Gerald.
ton from time to time, as opportunity offers.
In the day book, which is in reality a journal,
the debit and credit entries were very much
mixed, and required careful attention when
posting same. No stock ledger has been kept.
but a rough pedigree stock book has been
kept, which is not complete. Stock wa not
taken on 30th June last, In consequence, it
is impossible to arrive at the value of the Ive
stock on that date. Sheep killed on the farm
have not been charged to provisions or any
other account; neither has milk, butter, eggs,
vegetables, etc., produced and consumed on the
farm been so charged up. Unless this is done.
it is impossible to ascertain the true producing
revenue of the farm. The same remarks apply
to bay which is chaffed and used for feed.

MR. BURGES: Better let the Auditor
General conduct the farm.

DR. ELLIS: I do not know whether the
hon. member keeps any accounts on his
own farm.

MR. Bunons: I do not have an
Auditor General's staff on my farm.

DR. ELLIS: I should have thought
that on an experimental farm, exact
accounts might be kept. The Auditor
General seems to think No.

MR. SURGES: He does not know any-
thing about it.

DR. ELLIS: The report continues:
"With regard to the expenditure, portion of

the cash book, this should in my opinion be
discontinued, as the accounts are not paid from
the farm, only certified to as correct, and for-
warded on to the department in Perth for pay-
ment. I therefore recommuend that in future
the purchases and other items of expenditure
be kept separate from the revenue items in the
day hook and the amounts debited to the
nominal acecunts' affected, such as fencing,

buildings, sheep, etc.; the totals of these
amounts to be posted at the end of every
month to the credit of expenditure account,
instead of (as at present) opening personal

i accounts and crediting thereto. In fact, there
should he a purchase book and a Sales book.
No separate account bas been kept of the cost
of the various experiments, and it appears to
me that anc experimental farm is of little use
unless this is done. For instance, a crop of
some acre is put in, but there is nothing to
showv the cost of preparing the land, the cost
of manure, or the quantity, or the cost of seed
wheat, etc-
In my opinion the proper course would
be to send down certain gentlemen to live
on this so-called experimental farm, allow
them to draw cheques as they pleased on

I he rTreasury, and everything would be
all rght and proper. It is an experi-
mental farm. To me it seems to be
mainly an experiment in account-keeping.
I should like to know what has been the
magnificent result of this experiment. We
have a paragraph here which gives some
i dea. The inspector's report continues:-
"I enclose a list of ledger balances as shown

by the books on 30th June last, from which
you will see that the total expenditure to that
date was 44,983 Os. 8d., and the income
£264 3s. 10d."
Of course, we can understand that such
an experimental farm as that is of great
value to the State. We spent that
" £,900 to learn nothing. For that ex-

penditure we have received the magnifi-
cent return of X264. As to the Narrogin
Experimental Farm, the AuditorGeneral's
report, page 189, states:-

Psetically the sme remarks upon the
*Chapman farm apply to the accounts of the
farm at NTarrogin, which were similarly audited.
The Government Refrigerating Works
seem to be in a somewhat similar con-
dition:-

The accounts have been checked to 30th
June. The books are not constructed to show
the success or otherwise of thee opeorations, and
no information is disclosed in the head office
books excepting the total cash received from

*the manager.
We can easily see from this that the best
thing we can possibly do is to turn out
the present Ministry and to turn in
the honon"able genius who was Minister
for Lands in the last Government (Mr.
Hopkins), and give him a free hand in

*the Treasury; and presently we shall
have all kinds& of experiments running;
in fact, I think we shall have an experi-
ment in bankruptcy.
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TanE MINISTER FR JUSTICE:I Put in
the member for York.

Da. ELLIS: Oh. that member holds
the opinion that because we are dealing
with agriculture it is impossible to keep
accurate accounts.

Mn. B anGER: I did not say that.
DR. ELLIS: If the bon. member was

acquainted with some of the agricultural
work done in America, where every
detail is carried out with the most rigid
scientific accuracyv, where the cost, of
every operation is known to the third
place of decimals, he would understand
there is nothing in farming that prevents
experiments being properly conducted
and accounts properly kept; and it is
only by that careful method of finance
that we can hope to make farming pay.
If waiare competing aginst other parts
of the world where accounts are kept
properly, we shall soon find ourselves
beaten if our accounts are kept carelessly.
In business, as in science, it was founid
that haphazard methods had to yield to
exact ones; and some day or other in
Western Australia I hope, even if the
'Minister for Lands in the last Govern-
ment (Mr. Hopkins) resumes office, we
shall1 try to keep accounts so that we may
know what we spend and bow we spend
it.

MR. BuXOaES: All this trouble is due
to a new Auditor Generl

Dn. ELLIS: I think it was about time
a change took platae. As far as I can
make out, there was no need for an
auditor at all1.

Mu. BuRGEs: The late Government
appointed the new Auditor-General ; and
this is the result.

DR. ELLIS: If we look at the Intes-
tates' Estates accounts, page 175, we shall
find an example as, good as any. Para,-
graph 7 of the report on the accounts of
this office states

An amount of MW68s. 3d. is invested in the
Post Office Savings Bank. It does not, how-
ever, appear in the books.
I should like to know, is there any chance
of collaring such sums as this P We
members of Parliament cannot get money
for increases of our salaries ; but as there
is no record kept of such sunms as these,
they may be available for that purpose.
If no records were kept of accounts in
this House, we could pay ourselves what-
ever salaries we desired.

MEMBER:- You could hardly do th.
DR. ELLIS: The report continues.
The audit has, therefore, been ineffective in

the past (through not insisting on the invest-
nientsi being duly accounted for), and there are
no means of proving the correctness of these
figures without a good deal of labour.
On page 176 we find it stated regarding
this office that no proper balance has ever
been abstracted from the hooks. We can
appreciate how extremely well the late
Government did their duty towards the
State. The Auditor General, in reporting
on the Government Printing Office, page
203, reveals a similar state of affairs. This
office likewise knows nothing of what it
is doing, and the audit is absolutely
useless, It seems to me that all the
Government departments are in the same
position. On page 216 we have the
report on the Canning Drainage Board,
stating that the accounts are useless.
We find also that the Metropolitan
Fire Brigade has no sinking fund;
and there arc no guarantee funds
any where throughout the public service.
So the position comes down to a very
serious one, when the accounts of the
late Government, as I tried to explain to
this House last year, were so scandal-
ously carried on. They knew nothing
about the accounts; and the appeal to
the Auditor General which the late
Treasurer made, I think we may safely
say, is declared against him. Next we
come to a, recommenidation that trading
accounts should be carried on according
to the recomimendsation of a select com-
mittee of the Imperial House on this
question. I do not wish to weary the
Hfouse by going into the reasons for
these trading accounts, hut I should like
to ref res h my memory by a. little descrip-
tion of a Treasurer which was made not
very long ago. It is:-

A Treasurer, to my mind, should be very
much like unto a physician holding the pulse
of his patient-be should have his finger on
the financial pulse of Western Australia daily.
He should be able, from the returns and the
information which is always available to him,
to tell where something is going wrong, and
if something is going wrong, to apply the
remedy.

I think it is a very accurate description of
what a Treasurer should be; but I hardly
think that. the Auditor General agrees
that the late occupant of that office who

1quoted these figures during this debate
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fulfils that requisite himself. Is that the
reason why he desires to turn out the
present Treasurer because he fulifis it,
and because be could put his finger on
the finances of 'Western Australia with
greater accuracy than the present man ?

MR. RASON: Quote the Auditor
General.

DR. ELLIS: I was quoting the lion.
gentleman himself.

MaF. RABoN : Now quote the Auditor
General's opinion.

DR. ELLIS: On whatFi I have been
doing nothing else. The Auditor General's
opinion is that accounts were badly kept,
and that departmental accounts were so
badly kept that auditing was practically
useless. That is all 1 can make out as
the gist of the Auditor General's report
from beginning to end. Now I come to
my reason for bringing this matter before
the House. The Auditor General is the
one officer of this House, and it is time
something was done in this House to see
that the accounts are laid before us in a.
decent and respectable manner. We
have bad Treasurer after Treasurer and
Minister after Minister without any effort
being made to remedy the accounts or to
bring the finances of this country into
something like a respectable condition.
It is to me a very appalling matter.

MR. BuRGEs: Who appointed the new
Auditor General ?

DR. ELLIS: I believe the member for
Guildford did, and that the new Auditor
General will not audit agricultural
accounts. The late Government ap-
pealed to the Auditor General to say
that their accounts were well kept; but
we now learn that their accounts were
badly kept. I have pointed out how the
late Treasurer appealed and said that my
figures must be all wrong, and that we
bad ana Auditor General in Western Aus-
tralia who would put them right. I have
given my opinion in the matter, and it
appears to me that the Auditor General
has made wilder and more terrible state-
ments than ever I would dare to make.
The worst things I have ever said do not
come within half of the truth, and are but
a mild outline (of the irresponsible way in
which the finances of this State were
administered. 1 think it is time the
House took some departure so that the
finances could be properly administered.
The position of Auditor General has been

raised under the new civilisation of Eng-
land, and is one of the great reasons why
the English nation has got its high place
to-day. We must see that this House is
safeguarded against a weak Auditor
General and a strong Treasurer. I hope
during the course of this session some
way or other to move* that there be
appointed in this House a. permanent
finance committee of the House to take
these statements of accounts out of party
politics, and away from being thrown
about fi-om one side to the other to t heir
detriment, and to put them where they
ought to be-above suspicion, and used
for no party purposes. I contend that
where the Auditor General is an officer of
the House, it behoves the House to have
a committee to whom theAuditor General
shall report, and with which he may con-
sult as to bow the accounts should be
laid on the table of the House, and as to
bow we intend to carry on the finances in
the future. In the past they have been
so scandalous that there are no words one
can use to condemn the system. If they
had been private accounts the gentleman
in charge would have been gracing walls
more thick and strong than anything
else. The position of the public accounts
is scandalous, and I contend the time has
arrived when we should keep proper
trading accounts, and when a committee
from this House, away from party
politics, should look ftfter our finances
and lay them on the table of the House.
I have no doubt it would save much
more than the expenditure on that com-
mittee in cutting down these enormous
piles of documents which no member
apparently reads, and of which no Minis-
ter seems to be cognisant, and which
seem to he so mnuch waste paper so far as
they are used by any member of the
House. Having dealt with the financial
situation, I want to say (one or two th ings
on the current topics touched upon during
this debate. The first matter I wish
to deal with is that of the Midland Rail-
way. It has been said in this House that
it is not a question of party politics, but
I am glad, on behalf of the countr-y, to
offer my thanks, and those or the country:
to the Independents and to those who
have bo'Y their course of procedure defeated
that railwa 'y. For the present moment,
the railway is dead. Another place has
adjourned for three weeks, and the option
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ceases on the 31st of this month. We
were told that if the high heavensdescended
we should not have the option renewed.
I have much pleasure in congratulating
the Independents on the course they took
in this matter. They have proved success-
fuI undertakers, and they have success-
fully and to the advantage of this state
carefully buried that appalling question.
It is a very serious question still, because
it is quite possible the ferocious statement
on behalf of the agent that the State can
never get the railway again- [Mn.
MORAN: They are going to take it away,,
I belicve]-may not be correct, and
they may relent ; and that might be
dangerous. It is that posssibilitv which
still makes it a question of party politics.
I have-not the slightest doubt in saying
that, were it not for that railway, the
leader of the Opposition would have stood
a much better chance of finding his way
to the Treasury bench. No doubt from
the turn of this debate the one thing that
has escaped& the leader of the Opposition
from realising his ideal and handling the
finances of the State in the happy way
which he did in the past has been the
Midland Railway. [MR. BOLTON. That
was not his fault.] I understand the
hon. gentleman wanted to keep it out of
party politics. It was a very awkward
question; and naturally they wanted to
get rid of it.

MR. RAsoN:- Who?
DR. ELLIS: The members on the

front Opposition bench.
MR. RAsoN: That is very unfair; but

it is characteristic.
DR. ELLIS: I hope we s ' all not hear

any more of the Midland Railway and
that exorbitant demand wherein the
price was raised from £21,100,000, I ami
given to understand, to £2,000,000 in
two years. I ami quoting the Premier's
letter on the file. He may have made
that. statement without authority. If he
did, I am very sorry for the sake of this
State.

MR. MoRAN: I think he is quite right.
Da. ELLIS:- If that statement was

made without authority, the value of
that railway has materially increased out
of all proportion to the value of anything
else in the State during the same period,

Mt. MORAN: It was boomed up by
Mr. Illiugworth. It could have been

bought for £1,100,000, and there is no
doubt about that.

Da. ELLTS: At any rate, £1,500,000
at 4 per cent. works out in stock at
£22,000,000 at 3 per cent. It is an
exorbitant price to charge for a railway
of that character; and the money could
be better spent in opening up a railway
from Day Dawn to Newcastle, thus
opening up more land for the country
and a greater area; and it would bring
the Midland Company to their knees, so
that they might give us another offer if
we were very good. I wish to deal now
with a question that is not altogether
pleasant. I have to deal with a subject
concerning my own side in this House.
Certain' things have arisen during this
debate. [MR. MORNnr: For what we are
about to receive--] I hope they are
going to receive it on the Opposition
benches. No doubt it is not a very pleas-
ant thing to have to say things concerning
one's own party, but there are occasions
when it is wise that a, member shouldisay
what he really thinks on the matters
at issue. I do not wish in any way to
say anything unfair. I may hold very
strong views as to the Premier's action,
but I am only going to critticise it in one
or two directions, now that he himself
has absolutely challenged the House and
thus removed the matter from being dis-
cussed elsewhere to being discussed on
the floor of this House. There is one
matter I wish to speak to, and that is the
reconstruction of the Oabinet. The
Premier until that time had got the
country with him, the Independents with
him, and his own party, with him. The
Premier to that time received from me
the greatest respect on account of his
enormous ability and capacity for leader-
ship ; but that reconstructiun-[Mn.
HEITMNNo: Broke you upli-that re-
construction has broken up the Govern-
ment. It has not broken up the member
for Coolgarffie; but it has put such a
breach into the ranks of the Government
that it is quite possible the ship will
sink. Would any great leader-

MR. BOLTON - Scuttle the ship.
flu. ELLIS: Exactly so. You have

put it accurately. When sailing safely
forward, would any great leader scuttle
his ship?

Mu. HhsTHNxw: Traitors would.
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DR. ELLIS:- If the lbon. member is a
traitor, let him show it.

MRl. HEITMANNE: Some of the Preier's
men would.

Da. ELLIS: Had Wellington aIt the
fight of Waterloo replaced hi weakC
squares because he thought they were
weak, in the middle of the fight, where
would we be to-day ? Would he have
been the great leader that we recognise
him to be ?

MR. Iflunouas: They would have sent
out a Lord Roberts.

DR. ELLIS: I was not aware of the
fact that Lord Roberts was available at
the time.

MR. HORAN:- The member for York is
behind the times.

MR. BURGER: NO; the hon. member
is behind the times. That is what the
Premier did.

DR. ELLIS: I wish to refresh rev
memory on the next point. It is a
statement made in this House b y the
Prouder, and I think I shall be allowed to
refresh my memory from the notes I have
in my hand. The Premier said:

I understood the hon. member's appeal
really to mean that they should be true to his
conscience, that they should vote as his
conscience dictated. I am quite prepared, and
should have been prepared even had the hon.
member not done so, to appeal to any members
on this aide of the House who have not
confidence in the Government to vote against
the Government; and I am prepared also to
ask any members on this si de of the House
who have not confidence in me as their leader
to vote against the Government. I believe my
colleagues arc quite prepared to endorse that
attitude. I am net prepared to hold office if I
do not possess the confidence of. my party. f
am not prepared to hold office on sufferance,
to hold it by the votes of those who attack me
by their words. If I find myself hampered, if
I find myself repeatedly attacked by those who
vote with me, then I shall have but onte
alternative, to submit may resiguation to His
Excellency.

I should not have wearied the House with
this matter or brought the subject under
discussion, could it have been discuissed in
the place where it ought to have heen
diecussed, and the proper place was
caucus. Caucus in its wisdom has decided
that the floor of the House is the pi oper
place to discuss this question, to lay it
before the country so that the public will
understaind the particular wray in which r
look, at this question. I understand that
every member of this House comes into-

the argument where his; pledge is con-

cerned. Every member, from the Pre-
mer downwards, has signed that pledge,

and having signed it he comes into any
criticism of that pledge. What I con-
tend here is that no Premier has the right
in any way to urge on any member of his
party to forego that pledge. There is
nothing in the pledge which says, you
shall give the Premier the right to tie
your tongue or to tie your brain. There
is nothing in the pledge which says if the
Premier takes a traitorous course of
action you are not to get up and say so
There is nothing in the pledge which Says
that a member gives up his right of free
speech or his right of informing his con-
stituents ad this House of what he
believes to be a wrong action on the part
of the Premier. But because a member
disbelieves in the Premier, it does not
mean in the slightest degree that he
would do better by putting the Premier
on the other side. That is the cardinal
error, that because I do not believe in
the Premier is to say I do Dot believe in
my party or in my ideals. I can assure
members that to me my party and my
ideals range as close as religion does to
some members. I have for my party and
my ideals gone through a good deal. I
contend that while a man holds political
opinions concerning liberty and right and
justice they become to him sacred, they
become to him a matter worthy of fight-
ing for, of defying 'his leader for if
necessary.

TE MINISTER FOR WORKS (Hon. P.
J. Lynch):- MethinkH you are protesting
too much.

DR. ELLIS: The hon. member may
not be used to protesting. Only quite
recently on a platform the hon. member
was good enough to say that he would
suit his cae to his surroundings. I did
not come to the House to suit my
case to my surroundings. I came pledged
to a certain policy and to certain ideals.
It is like a religion, and if the high priest,
of my religion proves a traitor and says
things should be done otherwise, that
does not absolve me from believing in
that religion. That is the matter. These
men are so tied with the political ideas
and methods of the past that they cannot
believe that the Premier is not an indi-
vidual. They believe he is an individual
with the conjoint brains of the party and
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the Cabinet. You may disapprove of the
Premnier's action, and say so rightly,
because it is your duty to say so to the
count ry, to the party, and to caucus; but
that does not justify you in going against
him when it comes to voting. The
Premier has made a grave mistake. You
are justified, if two armies are in
opposition, in telling your leader that be
is doing wrong and pointing out the
wrong to him; but you are not justified

in gigto the other side Said fighting
him. iThat is the position I hold, and I
contend that the Premier had no right,
and the Labour party outside the State
will declare that he had no right, to ask
any member to break his pledge because
the member failed to believe in the
Premier as an individual. The party is
greater than the man, greater than the
Premier, and greater than caucus. The
party outside believes in truth and right.
The party inside should believe in truth
and right. This hopeless compromise for
office is the worst thing I1 have seen
developed in the Labour party since they
came into power. Before the Labour
party came into power they would not
speak of compromise. They threw down
compromise. ihey used to say it was
truckling for office; and I contend that
the Labour party are forsaking their
ideals when they go to another party to
compromise. There is another thirgthat
has recently been developed in the Labour
party. They think nobody but them-
selves can act from anything but right
and clean motives. When they see aman
changing his views as to individuals and
not principles they look round for the
first improper and immoral thing they
can find, so as to throw mud at the an
even although he acts from the highest
motives. (MR. HEITMANNM interjected.]
The hon. member for Cue would be
ashamed to go to his electors and say
that he threw mud about in the way he is
doing. I am ashamed that any member
should get up and make such an inter-
jection.

MR. HxITMAYN: He is not ashamed to
get up.

DR. ELLIS: There is no shame in
him. I hope some day lie will be put in
a position where hie will understand what
shame is, and it will take a pretty strong
and pretty fierce position to properly
chastise him. I cannot read the position

properly if some day the hon. member
does not get the chastisement he deserves.
I contend there are occasions when one is
justified in rebelling. if you find your
leader going over to his enemy and
making arrangements with his enemy,
you are coming close to the position

when rebellion is justifiable, and when
you come to ihis consideration -

Mis. BOLTON: Whom are you referring
to ?

DR. ELLIS: I am referring to the
*leader of this party, I an sorry to say.
*Possibly the leader of this Government
does not look on the leader of the
Opposition as an enemy; he may look on
him as his best friend. I do not know.
Iam dealing with the Premijer politically.
and I say the leader of the Opposition
may be his best friend. So far as I
know, the leader of the Opposition is the
Premier's enemy; and when we find the
Premier going to his enemy and trying
to make terms, we have a right to look
at it with suspicion.

THE MINISTER FOR MINES AND RAIL-
WAYS: You know that is a wrong state-
ment you are making.

DR. ELLIS: Possibly he did not go
to his enemy to make terms. Possibly
all the statements are erroneous. I am

*in doubt myself as to what did happen;
Ibut I say when I find a man going to his
enemy, to the man we have fought, to
the luau we are pledged to get out of
office, why does he do itP To throw over
those who have loyally supported the
Government without reward or title, whoIhave honourably come to them and tried
to make terms with them, and when
they can not agree to the terms the
Premier goes to the enemy and trys to
make terms with him-thei Government
tried to throw over their allies and tried
to break up their party. Now if the Gov-
ernent joined the Opposition, it did not
matter on what terms, the Independents
would not join them and the irreconcil-
ables would not join them; therefore they
were trying to destroy their allies and
break uptheir own party. What for?
To stay there (Treasury bench) and
carrv on the affairs of the country. The
affairs8 of the c(,untry are in such a
serious position that if tbe gentlemen do
not stay in office the country will go to
rack and ruin. The country may lose its
virtue, may lose its right, 'may lose its
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political ideals, but wor must see that the
finances of the country are in such a way
that nobody is out of work. That is
what it comes to. I believe in political
ideals. I believe a union with the
opposition would be like a union between
two coloured races; it would produce a
piebald offspring. We who believe in a
white Australia are to believe in
piebald politics! Are these the kind
of Politics that we have come into the
House for and joined the Labour party
for, that at the first opportunity the
Government make an unholy alliance
with the Opposition, and are not gining
to the country the legislation they were
returned to carry out. It reminds me of
the lady who said she would Dot accept ad-
vances, but you know all the time she will.
Now I should like to read a short para-
graph so that members may see that I
am not entirely wrong in my id~ans, at
least as uttered elsewhere, not here. I
shall read a short paragraph appeari ng in
the paper of yesterday relating to a.
speech given by the Minister for Lands
(Eton. T. H. Bath) at Collie, so that mem-
hers can see that the ideas I have been
expressing here have been expressed else-
where by the Ministers themselves:

Speaking at a reception tendered by the
Mayor and councillors of collie to-night, the
Minister frLands (Mr. Bath) said that the
members of the Ministry, he contended, were
the leat concerned regarding the result of the
present political situation. Their party was
one with an idesl, but they were expected to
carry out those ideals quicker than was pos-
sible. They were plain men, with limitations,
and whether the present Government 4stood or
fell, they retained their self-respect.

MR. MORAN: Their what?9
Dxz. ELLIS: Their self-respect:-
If they had to fall, they did so with the

assurance that they had displayed energy and
devotion to their duties.

But it does not say anything with regard
to their ideals. The Premier reminds
me very much of the temptation in the
Garden of Eden. He was offered the
apple of office. It was pleasant to the
eye and good for food; and consequently
he was naturally inclined to overlook any
little disagreeables to stay there. I think
I cannot do better in conclusion than
read a few lines-and gentlemen -will no
doubt see what is meant by them-from a
work, I may call it a standard work, " The
School for Scandal," by Sheridan. There

is a ltttle dialogue in this play between
Mr. 3oseph Surface (who was an inti-
ma~te friend of the husband of Lady
Teazle) and Lady Teazie. I leave the
application to the individual minds of
members. All I will do is to read to you
the words as there written by the immor-
tal Sheridan:

Lady Teale. So, so; then I perceive your
pecition is, that I must sin in my own
deecand part with my virtue to preserve

my reputation P
Joseph Surface: Exactly so. upon my credit,

ma'am.
Lady Teacie: Well, certainly this is the

oddest doctrine, and the newest receipt for
avoiding calumny!

Joseph Surface. An infallible one, believe
me. Prudence, like experience, must be paid
for.

Lady Teacle: Why, if my understanding
were one convinced-

Joseph Surface: Oh, certainly madam, your
understanding should be convinced. Yes.
yes; heaven forbid I should persuade you to
do anything you thought wrong. No, no; r
have too much honour to desire it.

Lady Teazle: Don't you think we muay as
well leave honour out of the argumentP

On motion by Mn. F. CONNqoJ, debate
adjourned until the next day.

ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at five minutes

past 10 o'clock, until the next day.
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